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I. INTRODUCTION 
This Article addresses the convergence of two tools of 
oppression-the racial construction of crime and the use of 
reproduction as an instrument of punishment. Not only is race 
used to identify criminals, it is embedded in the very foundation 
of our criminal law. Race helps to determine who the criminals 
are, what conduct constitutes a crime, and which crimes society 
treats most seriously. Today, the states have returned to consid­
ering reproduction as a solution to crime; meanwhile, the federal 
governmeni: is exploring a genetic cause for criminality. Sugges­
tions for applying reproductive techniques to punish crime :have 
gained alarming acceptance. 1 his Article discusses each of these 
aspects of American criminal justice; but the principle focus is 
the significance of the convergence of the two. The racial ideol-­
ogy of crime increasingly enlists biology to justify the continued 
'" Associate Professor, Rutgers University School of Law-Newark. B.A., 1977, 
Yale Coliege; J.D . . 1980, Harvard Law School. Parts of this Article were presented at the 
1993 James A. Thomas Lecture at Yale Law School and the Law and Society 1993 Annual 
Meeting. I am grateful to participants for their comments. Frederick A. Morton, Jr., 
Adrienne Scerbak, and Jillan Stoddard provided v<1.luaole re�earch assistance. 
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subordination of blacks. !-Jly purpose is to explore the particular 
"+ "'c �� n r 1 J .-p_ - 0 f n 'J --... ' <' r" + t-, � ··- ' ; '"' l"" c r' m <> -" c"' "' ,.;j t� J.t1A��)l\.\ S ,i .;!, p\ '''i �,...� \. . i ldt ll.liJ�-� .J.. .\ : .:i.l\.-'? I�- ...... �, <:id .. l��-
-....Pn1 ... 0r11-� .,---.1-� r��- n 1 1 ...._. !-' _.... . �- � �--... '...-&1�JA..!? 
1-.}2c er:lCDJl jtlstice 3�ysterr;. has 11istcrric;;ll'i)' 
servecl HS a rn·'.::ax�_s .corrtroJlir1g black.s. ,...fl1is ctPil.tr(jl is .accc�I�J.-
plished t11rough very concrete mear.1s. Local police departments 
- ' ' l ' � b " d 'J: ' • rl . . ') patrcJl blacze IlClt5l1 ornoo _ ·s as 11 tx1ey ¥.rere occtlpleu ternto.nes.-
� 1 • 'l � ' ! - '" 1 • . ' 1 1 . . l.ne mea or wca" control or po11ce m 01 ac.c cornmumtu::s seems to 
most Americans to be as farfetched as the proverbial fox mind­
ing the hen house. Police serve not to protect black citizens, but 
to protect white citizens from black criminals. It is not surpris­
ing that many black Americans view the police with fear, anger, 
and distrust. 3 The use of criminal justice as a tactic of racial 
domination is also manifested in the tremendous proportion of 
black males under correctional supervision. Two recent studies 
conducted by the National Center on Institutions and Alterna­
tives (NCIA) reveal the enormity of this control. According to 
the NCIA, on any given day in 1991 in Vlashington, D.C., forty­
two percent of young black males were in jail, on probation or 
parole, awaiting trial, or being sought on warrants for their 
arrest.4 The study suggests that seventy-five percent of black 
1. The term "t<::chnology of power" is Michel Foucault's. See MICHEL FoUCAULT, 
DISCIPLiNE AND PUNISH: THE BIRTH OF THE PRISON 23 (Alan Sheridan trans., 1977). 
Foucault's study of the genealogy of the modern penal system views punishment as a 
"political tactic." See id. 
2. Susan Burrell describes Ihe Los Angeles Police Department's "war model" 
approach to gangs: "[Former] Los Angeles Police Chief Darryl Gates has compared his 
officers to a military force, and the gangs to a hostile defending force. 'It's like having the 
Marine Corps invade an area that is still having little p0ckets of resistance . .. . [w]e've got 
to wipe them out.'" Susan L Bmrell, Gang Evidence: Issues for Criminal Defense, 30 
SANTA CLARA L REV. 739, 741-42 (i990) (quoting Chief Gates). 
3. See Tracey Maciin, "Black and Blue EncountPrs"-Some Preliminary Thoughts 
About Fourth Amendment Seizures: Should Race fvfatter?, 26 VAL U. L. REV. 243, 243-45 
(199i). Maclin criticizes the Supreme Cou.rt's decisions in California v. Hodari D., 111 S. 
Ct. 1547 (1991), and Florida v. Bostick, 111 S. Ct. 2332 (1991), for failing to consider race 
in determining vvhether an jndividua1 confronted by the police had been seized �vithin the 
rTleaning of the Fourth i'ui1endn1ent. Iviac:lin, supra, at 243, 250. P. ...s fYiaclin notes: ��The 
Court constructs Fourth Amendment priEciples assuming th3t there is an average, hypo­
theticai person who interacts \vith the police officen;. This notion .. . ignores the real "Norld 
that police officers and black men live in." I d. at 2d,8. On the Court's general failure to 
consider racisn1 in crirninal t::::ses, sec Sheri Lynn Johnson, Unconscious Racisrn and the 
Criminal Law, 73 CORNELL L. REV. \016 (1938). 
4. JERO!YiE (}. ?i'1!LI..ER, }{OBBLING A. GENERATION: Y DUNG AFRIC.t-.. N 1\..P.rlERlCAN 
I\dALES IN )).C.'s CR1l\1iNAL JUSTICE 5YSTElv1 1 (1992). �Jationwide, alrnost one in four 
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men m the city win be arrested and jailed at least once before 
- n l' 'n1't1 cr � ('"ope +t-.. 1 ,...t•( n· ... \fP 5 A, r-uht:"'l"::b -· ....... u ·�� -�· �+ll .... �'i7 <�-� P·�J+1'-r..�·····� ]. e-.x�· l '-�·';:> ��r, 1.1!.� ', - �· .t·,_, ,y . ,,,:,,,>.,j - •- ! .< � -'•t- .. 'w< } .d;. !!Jl<:4 l. dH v< >:., 
- r 1 • d.· i ' · ' 1 ' ;(" � 1'v1ary .. and, 1sc.oses an even mgner pcrcentz�gt'---vver na1!-01 
h1 ,...,.1 .. mr:-.1 � s unri:..r "' UDP """v 1 ""'�o- · l · ri, .,. ..., . ,.1h ?'";r"'\� r.-·: � <.. ., "'"'.J.. 6 Ll9..�..,t, .. . s._ a l\; l�-�L 0 L c,.�.l • J.�J. .. t_ \..� .u .;... L-l �iJ.A i1.dl Jl1:3l1Ce �}T0te1n. 
The intin1idatio11; supervision, arl�J ilrr1priso:n.IJJ.er.:t o:f �J1c�cks in 
/�rr.�erica thro1.J.gl1 lavv e�nforcern�;�-:�t is ()Tlf: ,of t�he rrl:::Jst di:rf:c�t 
rn?.:?�T:S of raci.al sut\ord.ination. 
,-l'l�e .crirr1inal jt1stice syst.err!�s C-(Jr;_trcd cJf bic�ci�s is sttppc,1-tt:{l 
....... _ _ ---:1"""'0+}·.=:.� L ::l, ·pc-1 l�.o.Jl f)::� c-t- -r: · :�.:� . ....., r l "!.n; ..... �, ·(· · -,�-· �i- · � ';l � ... - ... \1D �\1..1-·...i( 1� .... .1 li.V 1 �1 as -�v� . . �ll::·�� � ...... .,\!..J. 1-.l L.:. :LllS J .\.0..\J�--:. s .tu J t� . .)�1n�c;,_ o y "� 
� �=-1��:.:.-f: ,.., ,.,t -.r t�nt t t� ...... .,..;� :=-. ;'f"""' """-=-"t"'"'!""V'11...., £' _ _ ,....,..-.c �d ;.,..., c>:. .u ·� t c:>Y"' e.n .. hr.t cons rue e� ,,,_ "'""',. dl L'"' u1:s 01 1 ,;;n ••• air race u.-, 
+ ..... � £ ""' • - ,...Ch · 1 . , ...., ,..,..., ........ t � ,.. .. .:: bl t� ..... ..-..- ·· ; .j • ...  - -� ._ eu:r?c ;; OJ. �;TI1:0e. Jl. e pon ce oc,,up.<:'. .. PJ\1 01 _,ac."- C O H11A tl. ; n,�ncs ano 
wholesale imprisonment of black citizens does not seem like 
oppression to the dominant society b·ecause it believes that these 
people are dangerous. It is the racial ideology of crime that sus­
tains continued white domination of blacks in the guise of crime 
control. The following seciions discuss hmv race is used both to 
• -'1 'f . . 1 d d fi . 1uent1. y cnmma_s an · to e .. ne cnme. 
A. Race and the Identification of Criminals 
VI/hen a seventy-seven-year-old white wornan was attacked 
in Oneonta, New York on September 4, 1992, the only clues that 
she gave police were that she believed her attacker was a black 
h . ld d " '1 . " '! . -C' r'l h . man wx o vne e.� a st1 etto-style -< mH� anu. w ose arms and 
hands were cut when she fended hirn off.7 The police immedi­
ately created "the black list" from the roster of all black and 
Hispanic males registered at the State University of New York 
College at Oneonta. State and city police, along with cam.pus 
s'::curity, used "the biack list" to track down the black and His­
panic students-in dormitories, at their jobs, and on the street-­
to question them as to their whereabouts at the time of the 
attack and to examine their arms and hands. In the vmrds of 
Edvvard L 'VVhaley, an instructor at the college, "[a]ny black 
man walking down the street, they would grab his hands. . . . 
The only probable cause they had 'Was, •y ou're black, you're a 
black iT:en aged 20 to 29 is under the control of the cr]:�ninal justice systern, co.rnpared to 
one in sixt�en white men. MARC ivKAUER, �J"OUNG BLACK 1VIEN AND THE CRHvliNAL Jus­
TiCE SYSTEM: A GROWING NATiONAL PROBLEM 3 (!990). The number vf ycung clack 
men anc!er correctional supervision (609,690) is gn;ater than the number of black men 
,;:moiled in college (436,000). ld. 
�- lVlJ..UER, supra note 4, at 5. 
6. !d. at 1. 
7. S'ee Di�.na J. Schema, Colieg-? Tow.1 in Uproar over "Black ListH Sec.rrch, N."'"i. 
TllviES, Sept. 27, 1992, at 33. 
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TJ:-;;e incident at Oneonta reflects a basic aspect of the con­
struction of race and crime in Ame:rica: our society vie\vs race as 
an iroportant, if not deterrr1inative, factor in identifying 
. . ·• ,.,, . . . f . 1 . f J 1 1 dd d cnmmais. 1 ms v1ew 1s part o a De11e� system aeep y e:m.oe e . 
lT� ::r�c.ar:; culture t�hat is premiseCt (.)D th-e Sllperiority of lNhites 
- ·· · "' ' ' ,. 1-.J 1 V' · · ' / - ' 1 ·• ' '-. r�11::l t_(l·� r;rr�n�or1ty OJ l..� .. acl(S. .1't- lD1bc:tJt (.;re:ns.n::ri1' Descr10ect t:ue 
•1 • r • r· · 'd 1 "h _.-4 ' 1 • � � ' .n�g::::rnor.1c nmct10n or rac1st 1 eowgy e muou1ec� m a:n ·opposi-
tional dynamic, premised upon maintaining (b ]lacks as an 
exclu.ded and subordinated 'other! "9 Under this pattern of 
oppositional categories, whites are assoc i ated with positive char­
acteristics (industrious, intelligent, responsible), while blacks are 
associated with the opposite aberrational qualities (lazy, igno­
rant, shiftless). 10 Popular images of black criminality are per­
petuated by the media 11 and reinforced by the relatively large 
numbers of blacks seized up in the criminal process. 12 These 
images, sometimes buried beneath the surface, erupt when prod­
ded, such as occurred in the public's defense of racial attacks by 
vvhite vigilantes like Bernard Goetz or the Howard Beach teen-
8. ld. Sheryl Champen, an admissions coordinator for the college, believes that the 
treatment of black students had nothing to do with the police department's eagerness to 
capture the culprit. "It was a chance to humiliate 'niggers.' " !d. at 40. The harassment 
of black students in Oneonta was not an isolated incident. See, e.g., Maclin, supra note 3, 
at 251-52 (cataloging similar incidents from the Massachusetts Attorney General's Report 
on the practices of the Boston Police Department); Peter S. Canellos, Youths Decry Search 
Taciics, BosTON GLOBE, Jan. 14, 1990, at I (describing how Boston police arbitrarily 
stopped, frisked, and stripped-searched black youth after a white man falsely reported that 
his wife had been shot by a black man); Nat Hentoff, Forgetting the Fourth Amendment in 
Philadelphia, WASH. PosT, Apr. 16, 1988, at A25 (describing how Philadelphia police 
stopped or arrested several hundred black men during search for a rapist); J. Michael Ken­
nedy, Sheriff Rescinds Order to Stop Blacks in White Areas, LA. TIMES, Dec. 4, 1986, at 18 
(reporting Louisiana Sheriff Harry Lee's policy of routinely stopping blacks driving in 
white neighborhoods); Toledo Is Sued over Random Stopping of Blacks, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 
)t,t, 1988, at A31 (discussing federal civil rights suit seeking an end to a Toledo Police 
Department policy of randomly stopping and questioning black teenagers in a racially 
mixed neighborhood). 
9. Kimberle W. Crenshaw, Race, Reform, and Refi·enchment: Transformation and 
Legitimation in Antidiscrimination Law, 101 HARV. L. REV. 1331, 1381 (1988). On the 
historical development of black stereotypes, see GEORGE Ivi. FREDRICKSON, THE BLACK 
IMAGE IN THE WHITE MIND 256-82 (1971) (discussing the propagation of theories of black 
inferiority and degeneracy at the tum of the century); JOEL WILLIAMSON, THE CRUCIBLE 
Of RACE: BLACK-WHITE RELATIONS JN THE AMERICAN SOUTl-l SINCE EMANCIPATION 
1 i 1-51 ( 1984-) (discussing the prevalence of theories near the turn of the century that freed 
blacks were returning to their "natural state of beastiality"). 
10. See Ci·enshaw, supra note 9, at 13 70-71 & n.l51. 
11. See Ishmael Reed, Tuning Out Network Bias, N. Y TiMES, Apr. 9, 1991, at A25. 
12. See Richard C. Boldt, The Construction of Responsibility in the Criminal Law, 
140 U. PA. L REV. 2245, 2322 & n.303 (1992). 
D ..::J:e1 enfc;rc:.eCl �JY t�be c_rir11irJ.BJ la'1'3 �?:olice rotrtir1ely co:n.s�-d-�r � 
� , , � r;.� f'> ·;-'..' , .. , .� ,"' in t i�."'·1' r r!e r•i ·:o:;• tW1i to '""'tf11 ·n 'k1,m- . 15 •C'n-l1 '�:- <c ; .,., ;::,cn ·---: . h ' - · .� ..... 1 .. ':> �- +.,... v �, J A !.&v ·':v .;.. 11. ;.., ,l l S,., - .,). "'V.:.. '-""--1...- • · - 1:.- �J\...- '-C .. ..:i.l.". l1L- . _ ·U -...1. ;,.., �, l ..'.. J. -· ��_, � �J -• ,:/ 
Lng the probable cc.mse and reP,sonable suspicion standards� IE1Y(; 
held that police may include race in their assessment of the likf�� 
lihood of an individual's involvement in crime. 16 
,...,. . 1' 
. hl 1 q,. l ;:Jmce po lee perce1ve ,;.,ac�<s as more rh,.e�y to engag-e m 
criminal activity, they may be quick to detain a blo.ck person 
when the perpetrator of a crime was identified as black. Race 
rnay be used as one of many elements of identi:fic;,;1tion9 but it is 
often the onlv apnarent factor suo·porting detention. 17 Although .) .!!. ..J.. .il. - ....  
courts have held that race by itself is insufficient to justify police 
c�ction, they have allowed police to use race, along 'With other 
13. See DERRICK A. BELL, JR., RACE, RACISM AND AMERICAN LAW 342-45 {3d ed. 
1992); PATRiCIA J. \VILLIAMS, THE ALCHEMY OF RACE AND RIGHTS 58-79 (1991). 
14. Vv'!LLlAMS, supra note 13, at 58. Bernhard Goetz's shooting of four black teenag­
ers on a New York City subway was similarly justified by newspaper accounts that 
described the tec:nagers as "wild animals" and "predators." I d. at 74. Professor Williams 
stated that, from the public's embrace of Goetz, there is "no better example of ti1e degree to 
which criminality has become lodged in a concept of the black 'other.'" ld at 77. 
15. See Sheri Lynn Johnson, Race and the Decision to Detain a Suspect, 93 YALE L.J. 
214, 214 (1983); Charles Ogletree, .Does Race Really Matte;· in Criminal Prosecutions?, 
C:<c1AMP!ON, july 1991, at 10-12; Developments in the Law:-Race and the Criminal Pro­
cess, 101 HARV. L REV. 1472, 1496 (1983) [hereinafter Race and the Criminal Process}. 
On police altitudes toward blacks, see generaify DA V!D H. BAYLEY & HAROLD MENDEL­
SCI-IN, IvliNORJTlES AND THE POLJCE 107 (1969) (stating that "[p]oiicemen associate 
E1inority status \::lith a high incidence of crime"); MICHAEL J(. BRO'..VN, 1/VORKlNG THE 
STREET: POLICE DiSCRET!ON AND THE DILEMMAS OF REFORM 169-79 (1981) (discussing 
};ow police use race in applying the typical "indicators" of criminal involvement); JEROivlE 
}:L SKOLNICK: JUSTICE VVITHOUT �[RIAL: LA V./ ENFORCEMENT 1N J)EIY.lOCRA TJC SOCIETY 
8() (2d ed. i 975) (reporting a "negative attitude" toward blacks as the norm among poiicoe). 
16. Johnson, supra note 15, at 216, 225-30; Race and the C!'imirwi ?roce.c;s, sup,o·a no\<: 
15, 9.t i 500-07. 
17. Johnson, S!..tpra note 15, at 226; see, e.g.: ·united States v. Collins, '532 F.2d 79 (8th 
f>·.), cen. denied, '!·29 US. 836 (1976) (upholding police stop of a black me1n alone in a 
\·/hiu: c:adillac based on the r·�port of a bank robbery by three bh:ck 1Titi1 in a bro·�1n Cadi1� 
ls.c). But see id. at 85-86 (I-Ieany, J., dissenting) (arguing that a racial desc1iption can o:nJy 
:=;�lj!ilinate frortl suspicion all persons of another race, not creat.� suspicion of a paTticuh:r 
I->�!son). Sheri Lynn Johnson notes that Judge tieany's position is uniqu.e. Johnson, supra 
note 15, at 226. 
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factors, to infer a propensity to commit a crime. 1 8  Furthernwre, 
poli·::::e become suspicious of blacks present in a predominantly 
'";,·hite neighborhood. 1 9  The crime rate of a particular location 
can also justify placing a defendanfs actions under suspicion. 
r""' .-· - 1 -r-+·-.. .,...PE"'Q Uj-, ; ...,.,. .- t ·h a t· t h o  � a1'gh-0' n r"h oorl -� 9 1  W�., : C�.-1 rop · � .-.. ; n  .., ,""\.""" '-�Ul0•• ;_,') l � .._,  'b 1H'.C _ , , ,_ ._I,v n.... . u 1. � l1 Hl l ·�- --I \.-.Ct!.l i . •  ·� !. .t �  
(i "J�t c·;� 1.J:ccu.rs cn.:n :heighten its su.spicio1Jsnes.s . 20 TlilJS) rt:\ce may­
�1 el}--; t �J j'ustif�y j=;O"!j_ce action becatiSe tJf the COJ1grtt/(y be��vvee:n fh_;:; 
v i r :· >rr· ) ' ., ··;:; e ·: .-. 1 i d -"' �� t: n" "at1' r.n .-, f �-1 <-� ,.., frl(''� ·nd�"' .  " f' �l 7h,o· c.;. , , ,,..,,<.•,.· t ' ;;-• -� - 1� .1 .. -� .') t ..... • ... ,.. .:. .O..i ... �_.�,.... _,J. ,_l _ '.,.1 _ • J.._.._ II.J!. l. . .i.. ._. V "-' "' ... _. .\.  !..1.- 11.\_� t . .,�. ..._ ,... ,_. ?,.J>Ui--' ·.,... � .... ·-> 
t2Lce, ;::;r because of the in.congruitv bet•Neen the susnect's n1.ce ' � A 
and his presence in a particular neighborhood. 2 1  
All of  these factors contributing t o  the suspicion of  blacks 
were present in United States v. Williams . 22 The police detained 
tv;o black women during an investigation of a bank robbery 
i":."l2Xtlv because of their race. 23 Although the robbers had been " . � 
described as five black males, the women came under suspicion 
in part because, according to the arresting officer's testimony, "it 
¥Jas 'rare' for black persons to be in the predominantly white 
neighborhood where the robbery occurred. "24 The Eighth Cir­
cuit upheld the police officer's decision, reasoning that the police 
\Vere pennitted to use race as an identifying factor since there 
were other grounds for suspicionY Sheri Lynn Johnson con-
1 8 . Johnson, supra note 1 5 ,  at 220-2 1 ;  Race and the Criminal Process, supra note 1 5 ,  
a t  1 50 1 -02. 
1 9 .  BROWN, supra note 1 5 , at  1 70. For example, Edward Lawson, the respondent in 
Koiender v. Lawson. 46 1 U.S.  352 ( 1 983),  was a black business consultant who wore his 
hair in dreadlocks. Between 1975 and 1 977, Lawson was detained o r  arrested 15 times by 
San Diego police while walking in white neighborhoods. See Dan Stormer & Paul Bern­
stein, The Impact of Kolender v. Lawson on Law Enforcement and iYfinority Groups, 1 2  
HASTiNGS CONST. L.Q. 1 0 5 ,  1 0 5  ( 1 9 84). 
20. Johnson, supra note 1 5, at 22 1 -22. The Supreme Court of Arizona, for example, 
held that a Mexican male's presence in a dented car parked in a white, middle-ciass neigh­
borhood established reasonable suspicion: 
That a person is observed in a neighborhood not frequented by persons of his 
ethnic background is quite often a basis for an officer's initial suspicion. To 
attempt by judicial fiat to say he may not do this ignores the practical aspects of 
good law enforcement. While detention and investigation based on ethnic back­
g;-ound alone would be arbitrary and capricious and therefore impermissible, the 
fact that a person is obviously out of place in a particular neighborhood is  one of 
several fG.ctors that may be considered by an officer and the court in determir.ing 
wb::the- an investigation and detention is reasonable and therefore la'.vful. 
State v .  ·_Dean, 543 P.2d 425, 427 (Ariz. 1 97 5). 
� ! .  BROWN, supra note 1 5 , at 1 70; Johnson, supra note 1 5 , at 225-30. 
22.  7 i4 F.2d 777 (8th Cir.  1 9 8 3). 
22. S:ce id. at 780-8 1 .  
24. !d. at 780. The quotation appearing in the text is from the circuit court's opinion 
ar,d is not the officer's verbatim testimony. See id. 
2 5 .  See id. 
1 993] f?.A CE AND REPR OlJ UCT10N 195 1 
1 d " '  • t •  < ' , t_, 1 , . '-' c u . es, 1-\Lhoug.n :no case co naones race as tHe so .. e oa§l§ w:r an 
' n''"'� tl' r -A t : .,<> "t .�-r ''!�'!' •�> . ., ,..,.f.'>t:>n " i J r.l�l ; ., t.-, +l'p +h " � -- , '! ".� - ··=· ·� '"o '.i-.. ... .:. t ·�� '- J!!,c ..... . .. !.. 1 v  .. ; . .,\..�_tJ;, 1.-..- v ...A .� t._:- 1_..· .!. t'\.; .. Ji a.A2-�J \t'Y I:, :.-��.J �; .. . -t... . .  \t,.. o..J ol.v C�- ��._..� \...n �_; .:f.J Lr .... 
able cause or reasonable suspicion. "26 
The state;s use of race to identify criminals 1s ' .  s�JlnetJ.rnes 
A, " cln1 0' .�rvUrlP"" "''rJf'l ·i .• , ' )  r1<>:<=-d _t-';:,.. -�- ..-. b - .... .L-1. }"-'- j .l .l. :. 'lo.,  .... � . . ..... - )�' "-.•· 
by the D·r11g F:n.fc�rcerrxer:.t l;_gl::ncy to · d:�11tj,fj dr11g ttB.fficl.::er�-� �.i.t 
gjr})O_rts ar1d lTr�s st:3.tio.rlS: is tiescribecl .as & ·:oa.n ir1fOrrr .. a:t1��.r Cf)J.n ---
. .  1 ' ,..., t . f '1.. , . . • t1 ' � ... • ' f p1 .... e�� a uS� f.B.C1 ()! C11ars.ct:::·nstlCS ... nougrl t t.YplCal 0 . }�Cf51)Ii�· C3.rry� .. 
ing illicit drugs. "27 A.gems often include race as one of those 
h ' ' '8 T 1 ., J;' · ' • ' ' j  'I c aractenst1cs. - LOCa1 1aw en1orcement agenc1es nave SHIJL aLy 
used racial profiles to spot drug offenders on the high·way.29 
26. Johnson, supra note ! 5, ac 225 (footnote omitted). 
27. United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S.  544, 547 n. l ( 1 9 80). On the constitutional­
ity of the drug courier profile, see United States v. Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1 ( 1 989) (upholding 
the legality of detention by DEA officers who relied on a drug courier profile); Morgan 
Cloud, Search and Seizure by the i'.fumbers: The Drog Courier Profile and Judicial R eview of 
investigative Form ulas, 65 B.U. L REV. 843 ( 1 985); Denise A. Michaux, Note, Drog Cou­
rier Profiles and the Infringement of Fourth A m endmen t R ights, 9 J. HUMAN RTs. 43 5 
( 1 992). 
28.  See Cloud, supra note 27,  at 84 ; Johnson, supra note 1 5, at 234; Lisa Belkin, 
Airport Drog Efforts Snaring Innocen ts Who Fit "Profiles, " N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 20, 1 990, at 
A l ;  see also Sokolow, 490 U .S. at 1 2  (Marshaii, J.  dissenting) (criticizing the majority deci­
sion for allowing ' 'personai characteristics such as race" to be included in reasonable suspi­
cion determinations); United States v. Coleman, 450 F. Supp. 433, 439 n.7 (E.D. Mich. 
1 978) .  
Even where race is not an expl ici t  profile ingredient, i t  may determine the characteris­
tics that are used. See Margaret M. Russell, Entering Great A merica: Reflections on Race 
and the Con vergence of Progressive Legal Theory and Practice, 43 HASTINGS LJ. 749, 765 
( 1 992). Professor Russell explains how "gang identifiers" are conceptualized specifically 
according to race and ethnicity: 
For example, in a manual circulated by the Contra Costa County Deputy Sheriffs' 
Association, California youth gangs are categorized on the basis of race and 
ethnicity; in turn, each racial or ethnic gang is characterized by specific items of 
clothing, slang, and other cultural identifiers. The listing for "Hispanic Gangs" 
includes the following "gang-identified" apparel: "Campo Hat" (blue denim cap); 
"Watch Cap' '  (dark knit cap pulled down to cover the ears with a small roil at the 
bottom); "Bandana" (different colors, folded lengthwise, and tied in the back); 
"Hat" ("stingy" brims or baseball caps, sometimes with a nickname vll-itten on 
the bill); "Pendieton Shirt" (buttoned at the collar and cuffs, remaining front 
bottons unfastened). Other clothing iisted a.s "Hispanic gang identifiers" are T­
shirts, undershirts, khaki pants, blue jeans, tennis shoes, and shiny !eathe1 shoes. 
fd. (foo tn otes omitted). 
29. See, e.g. , Joseph F. Sullivan, New Jersey Police A re Accused of .tl.finority Arresc 
Campaigns, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 1 9, ! 990, at B3 (80% of New Jersey highway arrests 
involved black motorists driving late model cars or cars with out-of-state plates); Ronald 
Sullivan, Poiice Say Drug-Program Profiles A re Not Biased, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 26, 1 990, <n 
B3 (208 of 2 1 0  persons arrested in Nev .. · York Port Authority drug interdiction program 
were black or Hispanic). Such measurEs are not always allowed. See. e.g. , Lowery v .  Com­
monwealth, 3 88 S.E.2d 265, 267 (Va.  Ct. App. 1 990) (stating that the Virginia Stat;; Police 
use of race as a drug profile characteristic v,'3S uncortstitutional). 
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·b-elief tl1st :race c -o�n_Gf)tes c.1 �;=l\·���;>�·n.s:it�r f<)T c:ri:n1e� D1..1ring :.3tT��et 
1 ' . - -.J " 1 - • ·; 1 - ] • • • - > sweeps, po11ce typ1caliy ent;:: �· a btack ne1gn oorhooo. and E1.Clls� 
,..., ri ·rl'1 1' .. rt G! 1--ely� t1 =d· ·""" � �� rr:l' ';:) '{··:"' :::.. ��� ir} ' l ill ·�....,_:� ::.. �� ,rylC' ?-""\ ..... 0�r.1 ?. l) -:-'i :"/.:.'7 _,-- . �..., :· a <..-- -" '" · "''"'- � '-!C •. a,H � - ,; ___ ,, , .. , . : · ;,. __ _ 1)-�l u "' �- c ;v £ � <;. , ., " - · �·!.,,o ,_ 
.. �vitl1o1rt pi(Jba.ble ccu .. 1sr� , 30 �.[)ozcr�.s--sor.rteti:r:l:es 11U:i1(lrectJ.--- - -of 
.:;treet, I)rrc1:ng :;1_ J. 9 !.5 8 ; -�- -, �- - J )  J.AJS ;.:\:ngel:;;:; 
� o"�:on�rtrne�n�L aTr:;stc�c-i 1 � �� 5 3  lJ:;:o��) 1-e .[Jn·�,� -:;;ee1�en d-8.l-�11C'')_g·h 
-011ly half yvere susp�zcte:Ct gc.T�g Ir\�;ru·bf�rs� 3 1  1Y1icha.e1 I.J-et-�·vi���) ::L 
I'Te-w ·york City Legal .-Aid c�im1na1 defense attorney, desc:db�d 
'c1� "" ·mec·ban; cs o+' '"' - ·v"""'·'� 1 ··1 "' bh'Jf"l. " �Pi ..,.hbo·-'h o·JcJ 1· -� 1\il' �r; "J"' 'i'�- .-. •. . , . . l!.'� ... .  J..< .. . . , ,.,  1 <.< -C' � ·. IY''l'-' .L t;c · '-'-··"'·''- .1 '' "-5-" · ·"· - · " . _ _u _·;",';:!, .i L C' . .  v:u , , 
[I]n a publicized sw.;ep on Ju1y 1 9, 1 989, the Chief of the 
Organized Crime Control Bureau (OCCB), led 1 50 officers to a 
block in upper-Manhattan's -..,.vashingto:n Heights. Police 
sealed off the block an detained virtually all of the 1 00 peop1.;; 
'Nho were present there for up to two hours, during which time 
police taped numbers on the chests of those arrested, took their 
pictures and had them vi�wed by undercover officers . By the 
end of the operation, police made only 24 felony and two mis­
demeanor narcotics arrests, which strongly suggests that there 
was no probable cause i:o seize :those who were arrested. 32 
•:.street sweeps," "gang profiles," and "black lists" all reflect and 
reinforce the association of blacks with criminal propensity. 
They erase the identiti;;:s of black people as individual human 
beings and instead •'dine thern, on the basis of their race, as 
ootential criminals. � 
The racial identification of criminals is not restricted to 
encounters between police and black males. Another example is 
the disproportionate reporting of black women 'Yvho use drugs 
1 • rf' ' '  • f • J' ounng pregnancy. _ .ne governm,;:;n ;: s pnmary sources o� mwr-
mation about prenatal drug use are hospital reports of positive 
i.nfant toxicologies '.vhich are gi·i:e:n. to child. 'N·�lfare authorities. 
30. See Michael Z. Letwin, RepoN fmrn the Front Line: T'1e Bennett Plan, Sti-eet­
Level Drug Enforcement in New York City and the Legalization Debate, 1 8  HOFSTRA L. 
REV. 795, 8 1 7  n. l 37 ( 1 990); John A. Powell & Eileen B. Hers;1enov, I-Jostage to the Drug 
War: The National Pu;·se, the C'onstif'.!tion (!.nd the .Black Comnwiiiry ,  2·4 U.C. DAYJS L 
REV. 5 57, 6 1 3- 1 '-� ( 1 99 1 ) ;  A.lex Kotlcnvitz. Dmg ·war's Emphasis Oil Law Enforcement 
Takes a Toll on Police, VI/ALL ST. J. ,  Jan. 1 1 ,  i 99 1 ,  at A l -A2. 
3 1 . Debra R.  Schultz, Con1rn: 11t, "17ze i?.;'ght to B·e Let A lone-": .l0urth A mf:;·rdtncnr 
I?.ights and Gang !/iolence, 16 \V.'l.,SH. s�!". �j. i .. . P._EV. 725, 726 ( 1989). The Los 1:\ngeJes 
Po lie:: Department's svveep progr8.r11 , labeled ·�.t:)perntion t--Iarr!rner," arr.::sted a total of ov.:r 
24,0CO people that year, of vvhoi"n almost h2.lf ·\verc: not gang mern:).�rs. Bnrr.�ll, supra note 
2, �t 7"i-3 n. l 6. 
3':'� .  L�tvvin, supra nut;;: 30� a. I 3 1 7  n. l J  7 ( cit8.tions ornitt .::d). 
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Most of these tests are performed in hospitals that serve poor 
� ..... �� ·�v r- n-:r..'" r� ] ·1n 1' +1· ........ c 33 1\A[any hoS � 1· ·r n 1 t., 'h n.yc 1.· , 1� .. c� .,. . .,..-,.1 ,... 1 -:-- .... ..... "'-" -� " '"'1 ffi1I.\ OJ. .•. !- .,.; ·�·._,1, , UH . .  - t. <;; L�• .1. '- "-' � .lJ· � ,;J.A ,::> ""0- \.. •  .t.) [ l_, ,l .11 c�l �,>., • .  c •;;.,, • .< :.-
ing procedures and rely solely on the suspicions of health car� 
professionals. 34 This wide discretion allows hospital st::rfr; like 
police officers, to administer tests based on rac1s i: .s.�;;,slu-:np·tQo:o.s 
regarding wrd:.:: :\ p::� ·ti�nts are likely drug add.icts . ' 5  
• . • 1 . • ., " ·.· 
-· 
1 ' if J.. " j'• J 7 • • 1 1Sh�Cl It1 lhe Jiff:>V __ £'-J?:ltfJ GlZlt J OZJYl'lC!� OJ \YY. ef.t tC -t / :� -�· 
d·· e·� .,.,i ·r,:. s i T"' 1. 1t r< � T:::, ·;· .c•;;: Of "-Ub�;; t � T!Cf' 8biJ§e 1) , � 2 <+ �'.f ;· :; .·,rl-.'. c .· t'l ··././ c: .•·,· .'.' .:)1-" .:t. �. �  ,__, .. , _,.'\.i - <:.:- '- .. � . . • \.. • .  ....; . >J � ......... ... , � ..., . ..  ' V.:.. . _, ,_ � - - � __, 
nearly ten times '.Tiore likely than whites to be n:�::om-{.�d to public 
health authorities for substance abuse during pr:egnam::y . 36 
Finally, the ideological association of blacks with crime is 
reflected in the reporting of crime by white victims and eyev;it­
nesses. Psychological studies show a substantially greater rate of 
error in cross-racial identifications by witnesses. 37 It is more dif­
ficult for people to recognize the face of someone of a different 
race . This difficulty sometimes results in the mistaken identifica­
tion-and sometimes wrongful conviction--of criminal suspects. 
Although cross-racial recognition is generally impaired, the risk 
of misidentification is greatest where the witness is white and the 
suspect is black. 38 The disproportionate erroneous identification 
of blacks is due in part to white witnesses' presumption of black 
criminality. Sheri Lynn Johnson described the phenomenon of 
racial "expectancy" :  " [Vv]hite witnesses expect to see black 
criminals. This expectation is so strong that whites may observe 
an interracial scene in which a white person is the aggressor, yet 
33.  See Bonnie I .  Robin-Vergeer, Note, The Problem of the Drug-Exposed Newborn: 
A Return to Principled Intervention , 42 STAN. L. REV. 745, 7 52-54 ( 1 990). 
34. Jd at 753 .  
35 .  See id. at 754 & n .36;  see also Ira  J .  Chasnoff et a l . ,  The Prevaience of Illicit-Drug 
or A lcohol Use During Pregnancy and Discrepancies in Manda!OiY R eporting in Pine!!as 
County, Florida , 322 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1202, 1 206 ( 1 990). 
3 6. See Chasnoff et al., supra note 3 5 ,  at 1204. 
37. See Sheri Lynn Johnson, Cross-Racial identification Errors in Crirninci Cases , 69 
Corn>IELL L. REV. 934·, 936 ( 1 9 84). See generally PATRICK M. 'NALL, EYE-WITNESS 
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  I N  C R ! M I N A L  C A S E S  ( 1 9 6 5 )  ( d i s c u s s i n g  s o u r c e s  of w i tru:ss 
misidentification). 
3 8 .  See Johnson, supra note 3 7 ,  at 949 . Professor Johnson argues that the three 
tmditional protections against erroneous identification-suppression hearings, cross-exami­
nation, and closing argument�o not adequately address the particular •Jmeliabiiity of 
cross-racial identifica tion. See id. at 9 5 1 -5 7 .  Wrongful conviction nf black c\.::fendants also 
results from jurors' racial bias. See Sheri Lynn Johnson, Black Jnnoce?lce and the White 
Jury ,  83 MICH. L. REv. 1 6 1 1 ,  1 6 1 6-5 1 ( 1 9 8 5) (discussing social science research demon­
strating a widespread tendency among white jurors to convict black defendants in cases in 
which white defendants would have been acquitted). On racial bias in  c;-iminal juries. see 
BELL, supra note ! 3 ,  at 3 50-3 56;  Race and the Criminal Process. sr/pra note ! 5, at 1 5 57-
1 60 3 .  
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.l 1 . . -'1 • f • • • � • ' on1y :ts race useu lil luentl.l�_ting cr1m1r1a.iS7 1t 1s v�seci 
1n d.tfi11irtg crirfte. Ir1 <Jtl1er ··f!-vorcls, race d:oes rfJ.Ore tl-1ar1 -��r{�flict a 
'i • . e . . 1 1 1 � "� � per':.on s prop.er:islty wr comm1ttmg neutra, y - oennea o�renses. 
Race is built into th•:: normative foundation of the criminal law. 
Race becomes part of society's determination of which conduct 
to define as criminal. 40 Crime is actually contructed according 
to race. 
During the slavery era, the racial construction of crime was 
formally v.rritten into law. Slave Codes created a serw.rate set of 
c:r:iines for slaves that were sanctioned by public punishrn.ents 
39. Johnson, supra note 37, at 950-5 1 ,  (citing GORDON W. ALLPORT & LEO POST­
MAN, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RUMOR 75 ( 1 965)); cj. Johnson, supra note 38 ,  at 1 626 (dis­
cussing mock jury studies finding that "the race of the defendant significantly and directly 
affects the determination of guilt"). Conversely, whites may also "expect" white innocence. 
Patricia Williams argues: 
Though (it} is hard to prove in any scientific way, . . .  many whites do not expect 
white:; (as compared to blacks) to rape, rob, or kili them (when in fac t  54 percent 
of violent crimes ilre committed by friends, acquaintances, or relatives of the vic­
tims, according w 1987 Bureau of Justice Statistics.) 
WILLIAMS, supra note 13, at 7 5 .  
40. See William J. Chambliss, The State, the La w, a n d  the Definition of Behavior as 
Crimir;a/ cr Delinquenr, in HANDBOOK OF CRIMINOLOGY 7 (Daniei Gla�er ed. ,  1 974) 
"[T]he starting point for the systematic study of crime is not to ask why some people 
become criminal while others do not, but to ask first why is it that some acts get defined as 
criminal while others do not." Id. Professor Chambliss gives several examples of how 
social, political, :md economic forces shaped the definition of crime in Engl:o<nd to protect 
the inter-:sts of th� governing class: 
Research shows that the law of theft arose to protect the interests and proper1y of 
mercamilists against the interests and property of workers; vagrancy laws 
rd1ected the tensions in precapitalist England among feudal landlords, pe2 sa nts, 
and the ·::rnergent capitalist class in the cities; "machine smashingn in rur::d E.ng­
hnd "'"'' s a rational response of workers seeking to defy the trend toward boring, 
monotonous industrial production, but the state came down on the: :;ide of the 
capitcJi:;t class and crin1inalized such acts; rights of rural village d wellers to J-n.liTt, 
f.sh, and gather V/OOd �were r�tracted and such activities becan1e acts of crirninal­
ity punishable by death as a result of the state's intervention on the side of the 
landed ;;�ntry in opposition to the custon1s, values, and in terests of the rnajority of 
the :ural population. 
\lV"illian.1 J .  ·::=hatnbliss, Toward a Radical Crirninology � in THE PoLJTlCS OF .L ./t, ''?-/ 2 30, 233  
(Da·vid �K.B.irys ed. ,  1 982). 
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not applicable t o  whites and that in.cluded behavior that was 
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receive the death penalty for at least sixty··eight otTenses, where2:.s 
.... ... � 1 '!I • .  -a • h ... '5 1 ior whrtes t ne ::;;. arne conouct eltner was at nwst pums .at'Jle oy 
imprisonm.snt or was not 8. crime a.t all. "4:2 The law sustained. 
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Amendment's prohibition of slavery inclu.d{:::d an exception for 
citizens convicted of a crime."'� White lawmakers soon realized 
that they could return their former chattel to the condition of 
slaves by imprisoning them for a. crime. Thus, prison officials in 
Louisiana "wondered aloud whether the real reason for sending 
blacks to prison 'upon the most trivial charges' was not 'the low, 
- !' ..l • • ' f." 'h . 1 . [ l f . . h'  . "45 mean mot1ve 01 uepnvmg tnem 01 L e ngm s� o. c1t1zens 1p. ·  
During Reconstruction, Southern legislatures sought to main­
tain their control of freed slaves by passing criminal laws 
4 ! .  BELL, supra note 1 3, at 338 ;  J. THORSTEN SELLIN, SLAVERY AND THE PENAL 
SYSTEM 1 36 ( 1 97 6); A. Leon Higginbotham & Anne F. Jacobs, The "Law Only as an 
Enemy ": The Legitimization of Racial Powerlessness Through the Colonial and A n tebellum 
Criminal Laws of Virginia, 70 N.C. L. REV. 969 ( 1 992). See generally A. LEON HIGGIN­
BOTHAM, JR., lN THE MATTER OF COLOR ( 1 978) (discussing slave codes in Virginia, Mas­
sachusetts, New York, South Carolin2., Georgia, and Pennsylvania). One punishment 
applicable to free blacks that was inconc<:ivable for whites was enslavement. Higginbotham 
& Jacobs, supra, at 978 .  Slaves and free blacks charged with crimes were also denied the 
procedural protections to which whites were entitled. Id. at 984- 1 0 1 6. In addition, slaves 
were subjected to the brutal, extrajudicial punishment meted out by their masters. !d. at 
1 062-67. 
42. Higginbotham & Jacobs, supra note 4 1 ,  at 977 (footnote omitted). 
43. See id. at iO 1 6-2 1 .  On the criminal prohibition of black litency during slavery, 
see generally JANET D. CORNELIUS, "WHP.i I CAN READ MY TITLE CLEAR":  LITERACY, 
SLAVERY, AND RELlG!ON !N THE ANTEBELLUM SOUTH ( 1 9 9 1 ); HIGGINBOTHAM, supra 
note 4 1 ,  at 1 98. 
44. The Thirteenth Amendment provides: "Neither slavery nor involuntary servi­
tude, except as a punishment for crime �!:he;-eof the party shall hcve been duly convicted, 
shall exist within the United Stares, or any place subject to thei� jurisdiction." U .S. Co�s-r. 
amend. XIII, § 1 (::mphasis added). Margaret 'Walker Alexander made this point during a 
recent keynote speech. Margaret W. Alexander, Discovering Our Connections: Race and 
Gender in Theory and Practice of the Law, Address at the American University Journal of 
Gender and the Law Symposium (Sept. i 2, 1 992). 
4-5. NICOLE H. RAFTER, PARTIAL JUSTICE: WOMEN, PR ISONS, AND SOCIAL CON­
TROL 1 311, (2d ed. 1 990) (quoting Mark T Carleton, Politics and Punishment, I j ( 1 97 1 )  
(quoting ANNUAL I{EPORT O F  THE BOARD O F  CONTROL OF THE LOUISIANA STATE PENl ­
TENTlARY: NOVEMBER 17 ,  1 8 68,  a t  52 ( 1 868)). 
·• 
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directed at blacks that rnade petty larceny a serious offense.-:!·6 A 
Georgia law passed i:n 1 875  made hogsreahng a fdony.47 The 
Missouri "pig" law defined the theft of property worth more 
tha.n ten dollars as grand larceny s.:nd provided for punishment 
of up to five years of hard labor. 43 1-\.s a result, Scruthe:r-n prison 
i)lr'.r-1 1 .. 1tati{Jrr� -� ,,:-.J � �n ,�-c1 -�"<->=r . .... a.:;:-n.e ffrr ··l ·;ro<":· ·.'· t� -Y""'") � ·:'1 r·::-. ,...·J "J .. ,.. ";-, 1 ·n �nt1v 
:� ......,. _,r-- • -� _ u u q _, -� .,.. _ _  _ L. :J. :.) -� • •. 't U . .'� \..... _}-- Jl ' .,.:.. \�, ..;v.· 1!.::.!. • ..1.:..:;... .. ! '!.. j 
blB.cl�A i he prison i) :�;p��:Jc�tior} ir� -G�:;:Jrgia, for eJ(8.Iriple? tri�ple("l 
from 4.J2 to 1 , <:l.r� . .l 'Vittin t'N :J year3 after its ne'N law V/8.3 
enacted.49 
T'ne .. ,�7ar O'"' -f'",.-n::r"" -� e••! ·"'.;; � sim1'l::�r """' l-rp· n" ·"" ''orl av 1Mh.a 1i.. "fo/ ..._ .'L1 _i_} .,. L. (� U � ..1. Y IJ -· _JI.f - }J\,... __ -• :, .. J. :)\..- 1.. '!:..... .. ./ • -- : '-:;:: 
government's selection of petty drug offenses as the target for a 
massive law enforcement effort facilitates the incarceration of 
large numbers of inner-city blacks. 50 The national drug policy 
has caused a tremendous increase in the number of arrests to 
approximately 1 . 2 million a year, primarily for mere posses­
sion. 5 1  Although blacks account for only twelve percent of the 
nation's drug users, betv;een eighty and ninety percent of those 
arrested for drug offenses are young black males. 52 Drug felony 
46. See id. at 34. 
47. See id. at 1 34 (citing Christopher R.  Adamson, Punishment After Slavery: South-
ern State Penal Systems, 1865-1890, Soc. PROBS., June 1 98 3 ,  at 562.  
48.  See id. 
49. See id. 
50. See MAUER, supra note 4, at 3 ;  Dwight L. Greene, Drug Decriminalization: A 
Chorus in Need of Masterrap 's Voice , 1 8  HOFSTRA L. REV. 457,  480- 8 1  n .65  ( 1 990); Powell 
& Hershenov, supra note 30, at 599-6 1 4; Ron Harris, Blacks Feel Bru n t  of Drug War, LA. 
TIMES, Apr. 22,  1 990, at A 1 ;  cf Chambliss, supra note 40, at 1 8-20 (analyzing federal drug 
policy as an effort to protect the interests of economic elites and arguing that the Compre­
hensive Drug Abuse, Prevention and Control Act of 1 970, 2 1  U.S.C.  § 8 8 l (a) ( 1 982 & 
Supp. 1 987), was "an important piece of ammunition in the arsenal of the drug industry to 
reduce competition from unorganized entrepreneurs"). 
The federal drug war program since the Nixon Administration has consisten tly allo­
cated 70% of its resources to law enforcement, leaving only 30% to treatment and educa­
tion. Bernard Weinraub, President Offers Strategy for U.S. on Drug Control, N.Y. TIMES, 
Sept. 6, 1 9 89, at A I ;  see, THE WHITE HOUSE, NATIONAL DRUG CONTROL STRATEGY, 
100 ( 1 990) (describing the Bush Administration's "war on drugs" budget). The current 
strategy emphasizes street-level law enforcement directed at ii'lner-city crack dealing. 
Letwin, supra note 30, at 796. 
5 1 .  See Powell & Hershenov, supra note 30, at 568.  During its first year of operation, 
for e;\ample, the :New York Police Department's Tactical Narcotics Teams, based primarily 
in black and Latino poor and working class neighborhoods, made over 35,0CYJ arrests, con­
tributing significantly to the 90,000 city-wide felony drug arrests in 1 9 8 8 .  Letwin, supra 
note 30, at 803 & n.56.  
52 .  See Powell & Hershenov, supra note 30, at 6 1 0; Randolph N. Stone, African 
Jl;ia!es Threatened by Drug "V/ar, " CHI .  DEFENDER, Oct. 7, ! 989,  at 22.  For example, 
over 90% of the Manhatta!1 North Tactical Narcotics Teams' arrests between November 
1 9 8 8  and February i 989 were of blacks and Latinos. Let win, supra note 30, at 822 n . 1 4  7. 
IE B2ltimore, Maryland, d rug arrests comprise one-fourth of all arrests and blacks are five 
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proSei;r;tions, convictions, and incarcerations have also escalated 
clr&.!IlDLtical1·v i11 the last fi·ve years alone. 53 �fl1e go ·v.einmerrt's 1;�\:v "" "' �... . -- - - - . 
enfurc-exnent strategy is enhanced by imposing tough�r penalties 
for d:ru.g offenses. 54 The United States h::ts achieved the highest 
� �,.) r• t::'l r�-· . .-:') �tr-, ·f ·i o·(!l rq to 1• 11 fn:l _o '1�ror'!· fi �,....Y�f � 1'-;-·iJ ;;-�, ·-�,.4 :-. r\n � n a h 1 .-. � -�;.- r::� .c., "":} 5 5  "L�,c' ·"�"-' - <" ' • H . w '"' , "" n '-' Lo� .<1"';:-;,, , ::-, .. '-'"""· · ;;:, t- i c•,l,.f"- dn,I . •  
L)_-(Yt:�1�::r exan1ple tJf tl1e racia1 ccYrrst��·-·Gc·-i:ic�l"2 of cTirr.le is t:b.e 
grc\·.:.;or;_:::tg ·_n_1JYn.ber of pr-osec�Jtiott5 a.c:nJ53 ·(he '=--o�1r1t:r�y' ·c�-r· 1.fiJCJTD.eil 
f"-,. J: ,,.i r' ')- ·h ; -.--t J-• to 7oq 'c-1. '""" ;;vho '� '"';,·. 1- '.! i' ,:J r, , .. ., 5 6  �"'l�n •. ""-..:. �..).1 .,:}- · · · -- :l. t::, J .J..i - .i  "" i.J,!. ""'W -, '/ .. .. "' "-"' '--' � .,_. '.,_L. U L).:.:J o ... _ zr 
........... 'C't ; r-- ·M � -r:r  O..rl. �;- h o  ....  .o. ';1;,!!7 () � ·:::"� ·7"'\ r-. � .. -·\ no n ·r- 'hl r: ,�·L .. . ,..., ...... ,.., .r:l ....Jri 1· r--�· ;::,� '"0 -r..-. -l ..... li! ..:..-:1-J \ .....' .\. .:!. ;.;_; .:.. ·:. 11. 1,.... ;2) •:.. �tt 'UJ.il ' -'l_i  Ctl •C L ..J' J.l � L·· \_ ;� ... . �:--.. ? :"lJ.(-' ... �. c.. .. L1 w,.,�� . ......... t:.,;;<,... � t :..  )�_.i_ t,:: �\...-.1.� .. 
ti;-,1es mere likely than whites to be arrested for those offenses. MAUER, supra note 4, at 4-
5 .  Arrests of biack juveniles for drug sales rose from 86 in 1 9 8 1  to 1 , 304 in 1 99 1 .  Jd at 6. 
Black youth account for 9 1 %  of all j uvenile drug arrests; they are 100 times more likely 
th2.n white youth to be charged with the saie of drugs. !d. at 5. The war on drugs in 
Baltimore has resulted i n  the placement of over half of the city's black males under correc­
tional supervision. !d. at I ,  
5 3 .  In New York State, for example, drug felony filings increased b y  2 8 8 %  between 
1 9 8 5  and 1 989; the rate of felony drug convictions increased by 2 1 .6% in the first quarter 
of 1 989; and the number of prison inmates serving sentences for drug-related convictions 
increased by over 300% between 1 9 86 and 1990. Let win, supra note 30, at 804 nn.59-6 L 
The number of Americans in prison has doubled since 1 9 80. See Fox Butte.rfield, U S  
Expands Its Lead in the Rate of Imprisonment ,  l'·l.Y. TIMES, Feb. 1 1 , 1 992,  a t  A l 6. 
One of the reasons that the government's broad dragnet has resulted in so many con-· 
victions is that many defendants are forced to plead guilty: " [T]he criminal justice process 
systematically coerces defendants to plead guilty by threatening to impose the extremely 
heavy sentence authorized for felony drug offenses if  defendants who maintain their inno­
cence are later convicted. Under intense pressure, the vast majority of drug defendants­
guilty and innocent--capitulate." Letwin, supra note 30, at 825 (footnotes omitted). 
54. The Federal Sentencing Guidelines, which took effect on November 1, 1 987, 
impose stiffer, mandatory sentences and eliminate opportunities for parole. See Mistretta 
v .  U nited States, 488 U.S. 361 (1 9 89) (upholding the constitutionality of the Federal Sen­
tencing Guidelines). State drug Jaws are equally onerous. Under the New York Penal 
Law, for example, d rug offenses classified as "A- I "  felonies carry the potential of Efe 
imprisonment even for first-time offenders; the most common drug charges, classified as 
"B" felonies, carry a maximum sentence of 2 5  years in prison for first-time m'fenders. N.Y. 
PENAL LAW §§ 220.39, .43 (McKinney 1 989); see Letwin, supra note 30, at 804 n . 57.  
55 .  See Butterfield, supra note 53,  at A 1 6. Although young black males comprise 
ODly 4% of the nation's population, they make up 50% of the prison population. Powell & 
Hershenov, supra note 30, at 6 1 0. It is estimated that blacks and Latinos will constitute 
90% of the prison population b y  the year 2000. NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER lNST. OF 
Gov'T, STATE UNIV. OF N.Y.,  NEW YORK STATE PROJ ECT 2000, REPORT ON CORREC­
TIONS AND CRI MINAL JUSTICE i ( 1 986). A black man is five times more likely to be 
incarcerated in the United States than in South Africa. Butterfield, supra note 5 3 ,  at A 1 6 . 
56 .  Since 1 987,  at least 1 67 so-called "fetal abuse" cases have been brought in 24 
states and the District of Columbia. LYNi>; !Vi. PAL TROW, CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS 
AGAINST PREGNANT WoMEN ! ( 1 992); see a lso Tamar Lewin, Drug Use in Pregnancy: 
New issue for the Courts, N.Y.  TIMES, Feb. 5, 1990, at A l 4 (reporting that " [p]rosecutors 
nationwide are putting . .  , drug laws to nl"w use to deal with the rapidly growing number of 
[drug-exposed] babies"). See generally Dorothy E. Roberts, Punishing Drug Addicts Who 
HaYe Babies: Women of Color, Equality. and the Right of Privacy . 1 04 HARV, L REV. 1 4· 1 9  
( 1 99 1 )  (arguing that the prosecutions violate black \vomen's  rights t o  equal protection and 
privacy). 
1 95 8  TULAJYE LAVV RE'VlEFV f" 1 -"• l ,,c, �7 t "'  V.<. u I 
o ""f •  > 1 o d � � "·I •I , "'.i  cocame. .n 1s exp.�ame ;move wny nrug use ;:ry {nes.;; 'Wornen 
�Jl1ri11g :ore_gn.a11cy is more likely to· ·be (l;�tect�r;.cl re�1C)rte(J.� s -7 
(f>,·ro'-'"'C1 ' ·;-c>r�· f� cl· l., l. ·tate t'nl· S  t. arcre"ti. -r:; c,- of 'oL:;:ck "'V '""'cr:n ," ·n hv '�r-L:.r, ,> ; ·n o .i 1 ·  .J• .... ''-"� t-u_.._ ,::, ..l.. a. '"" ""'" 1:  .."' :t. .... 1.o.b A. A .... . .. � . • r . ..... .. _.'l. ,,.,_.,_.l. �.- .; ._, _ _,J_ l.,....._. � �  .. A l.t .;;: 
1 ,.., • h < s  " .k . , . , (" cracK use wr pums ment. "'  �mo.dng crac K 1s onty one m many 
1'\ .r, ·>- -i ·.:. • ; + � oc � Y"1 ,....... 1 J 1 G' l'na "l· � a "" e ... · t o al � r r �i"l· GJ �; ---1 ..,....(t •· .. .r-� 1 11 -: .� �n ·-· CQ-:-:'1 � '! ':1 1)"'1--1 "i"'! ;:•� '-· '' 1 � 11. .  0, � • .. ,· ..... '""'- . 0 .._, 5 � .. L v  .... , < . v ,J .• i·� , .;:.,._. ;,;, "'"- "'· -' '.:' '-" '-··• � a . >..� "''' · !:-! -
tlC,1l11 tJJ . .a."t e2..n injttre a :developir1g fettts .  ::>9 }-�ocr�.si:r.tg or� b:�.BJ�J.( 
crac1�: aCJ.�:iicts rath.er t:har1 either fJCf}J�.::tr.atc.�r:.:. cf f�::-(aJ � ·rr�.s ca:D -.. 
TJ.Ot b�e jtlstiD e�j eitf1er b::l tl]e ntrrn.ber ·of �a:J.-:"li(><s ;:J f ::rtf:; �-;-s.:tc:ut of 
harm to the fetus ..  60 
R .. ace also explains ·why' prosecv.t0rs iA�rvt� deJ-lned pre:n:?"ta.l 
1�1 r1 " a  -�ln ,a  ,;- ('1  a "'n·�.o. l'n thp fi�st n}at"C:• ,...r? ... c. r· ·?"f"'6:" o,.-. � 1) +� 01""1 t'""' .,.�_.:::"1 .,...,,-; .  ,";C� <;" O.·:� t -• .!� -.10 �::.,- <1;:, '... L l!l';:; .1 -.. .i p ,,c¥ . i H;,. >.-'� '-'·-''-' ··� •·''· �' " '"' '- \.. .1-'.! '�0'-H : .. 
one of two possible responses to the prot;lern of drug-exposed 
babies. The government may choose either to hdp wo:rnen have 
healthy pregnancies or to punish women for thei:r prenatal (:on­
duct. The government has chosen the iattf.;r course largely 
because of race. The prosecution of poor black \Vomen degrades 
\VOmen -.,vhom society views as undeserving to be m.others and 
discourages them from having children. The same prolif�;ration 
of prosecutions against affluent, white women \vho abuse alcohol 
or prescription medication would be unthinkable. Society is 
much more willing to condone the pu. nishment of poor wom�n 
of color who fail to meet the middle-class ideal of motherhood. 
Thus, the very conception of using drugs during pregnancy as a 
crime is rooted in race. 
Race not only helps to determine which conduct is consid­
ered criminal, it also helps to determine which crimes to punish 
the most severely. For example, the state categorizes more seri-· 
ously the particular drug offenses that are more likely to be com­
mitted by blacks. Both state and federal sentencing guidelines 
• 1 1 1 ... . !" . (' 1 h"  1 • .• 1mpose narsner pena1 t1es 10r possesswn m crac<:--\V 1cn 1s usee! 
p:redorninantly by blacks-than for possession of cocaine·--
57.  See supra notes 33-36 and accompanying text. 
58. See generally Dwight L Greene, Abusive Prosew tors: Gender, Race & Class Dis­
cretion and the Prosecu tion of Drug-A ddicted lvfothers, 39 BUFF. L. REv. 737 ( 1 99 1 )  (dis­
cassing how prosecutors' decisions to indict primarily poor black worc1en for drug u.s� 
during pregnancy are influenced by sexism, 1acisrn, and classisrn, a.nd advocating con­
straints on prosecutorial discretion); Race and the Crim.inai  Process, so:pra 1 5 . at 1 520-57 
(discussing racial discrimination in prosecu tors' charging d ecisions). 
59. See INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE, PREVENTING LOW BiRTHWEiGHT 65-72 ( 1 98 5) ;  
G.S.  Berkowitz et a!.,  Effects of Cigarette Smoking, A lcohol, Coflee and Tea Consumption 
on Preierm Delivery ,  7 EARLY HUM. DEY. 239 ( ! 982); Caw) A. Simon, Comm;:nt, Pwren­
/al Liability for Prena!al Injury, 1 4  COLUM. J .L. & Soc. P ROBS. 47, 73-75 ( 1978). 
60. Roberts, supra note 56, at 1 434- 35. 
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\Vhich 1s used predominantly by ·,•lhites. 6 1  The federal Anti-
·o , ·· · ·· , 986 6 ")  .c- , - � 1 : - r�..Ig A buse .f'l.ct or 1 · . · · , - .�or examp!e, treats one gram oi crac,;-c ., "}, ' d ,. . d d. -l:ti,t: �� aTilt as cn-1e x r..l.l nare grarr1s o·1 coc_alne pov; - er, .a �; lspanty 
,- r , c---, r" n ··l l y  '"' a .l 'l "'Cl I' .l, p " 1_• 0v•-A t�J 1 �"' tl. O  ' '63 T,_ }•1 ·.·,_ � c_1. i �t1n(: l .. l·. ,., ._,), ,_. ,_. u . '. " " - ··.!L _, � ,. -'� -.- · ·'" � , v . � 1 a  . _ _  .._, , - --· · -- - . � _ 
-�J�t"\?iten th� t �/JrJ fOrr11S of cocairte ·effecti\'el:y IJllJ.ltiplies the seiK-� 
;: ���_,_·-:f� of ·�::lacl< c�;;ff���1(L:t:nts a.s corr\p;�r��d. to '\V I1ite rlef��r1dants i.i \/,� 
;J� ��- -� -� �- _,.- .., -� � 0' 'h ,� . .r· ��., ::- ... �('1"\f.;:::• r  ..... � r 1 7-�·l �  ..., t '1 1 t_) .: ,;:.t" c] o ...,..,. r ·f -� �-- ,..q .: --� <' �  "'- -:: :. ,-. 'il �- . .... -; • . t � J. � A :l �.h-� ,�:- -''- _!· 'V'!..) ;. i •�l ._, ·� ... .;t. �V:tli. / ..._ J. ..�,  ... _... � U·,�.l l.._,0 ..... L '. ·d ·� .-l .. . d \_..._ t �_ .... .¢!. h,., � -J(.,J;! 
c1iff�r��rlc{� in ·the effects (Jf c:cacl� cocai1.�e a.nd cccriit� ;;; 
Black violence against white victims is deemed to be the 
r.aost serious offense committed in our society. This judgment is 
evidenced by the striking racial disparity in the imposition of the 
death penalty.67  VVhen \Varren :McCleskey challenged his death 
sentence for rnurdering a white police officer, he presented the 
United States Supreme Court vvith overwhelming statistical evi-
6 1 .  See State v.  Russell, 4 77 N. W.2d 8 86, 887 n. l (Minn. 1 99 1 )  (providing statistics 
sh•Jwing that 96.6"7o of persons charged with crack possession are black, while 79.6% of 
persons charged with possession of cocaine powder are white). 
62. Pub. L No. 99-570, § 1 002,  100 Stat. 3207, 3207 ( 1 986) (amend ing 2 1  U.S.C. 
§ 84 I (b )( 1 )). 
63. See United States v. Buckner, 894 F.2d 975 ,  977 (8th Cir. 1 990). 
64. See United States v .  Wil lis, 967 F.2d 1 220, 1 22 6  (8th Cir. 1 992) (Heaney, J. ,  
concurring). 
65. See id. ; R ussel!, 477 N.W.2d at 890. 
66. See, e.g. , !Villis , 967 F.2d at 1 225-26 (rejecting defendan t's argument that the 
more severe sentence he received for possession with intent to distribute crack, as opposed 
to cocaine powder, violated his right to equal protection); United States v. Thomas, 900 
F.2d 37 ,  39- 40 (4th Cir. 1990) (holding that the federal penal ty structure for crack offenses 
b.ad a rational relationship to a legit imate state interest); United States v. Cyrus, 890 F .2d 
1 245, 1 248- 49 (D.C. Cir. 1 989) (holding that the Sentencing Guidelines of the Anti-Drug 
i\bese Act do not violate the Eighth Amendment, the Due Process Clause, or the Equal 
-��·ro·�::;c-;:io71 Clause). 
ln contrast to the federal courts, the Minnesota Supreme Court held that a state stat­
tHe rx:naiizing crack possession more severely than possession of powder cocaine violaLed 
tile Ecp_:ai Protection Clause of the Minnesota Constitution. See State v.  Russell, 477 
[·; . '/t/ .. :?.d 8 8 6  (1\.iinn. 1 99 1) .  The Minnesota statute made possession of three or rnore grams 
:Jf c-•3.c::� a thi..rd degree ufft=r:sc, but possession of less than ten gr:.1ms of co(:aine po'-vder cnly 
;::. fiith de.sree offense. See id. at 887 (citing MINN. STAT. 1-\NN. §§ 1 5 2 .023, .025 (\Nest 
1 98'?)). i�S a result, Hin ?·l!innesota, the predoml;;antly black possessors of three gran1s cf 
�-;��:;;.ck (�oc�:-.in.:: face -3. long t�nn of irnprisonment with presurnptive cxe::::u tion of sentence 
.,.,.;.1il=� th<: predominantly white possessors of three grams of powder cocaine face a iesser 
tt;rm of irnprisonmtnt v;ith presumptive proba.tion and stay of sentence ."  R ussell , 477 
67 . See ge;v3ra!ly CLR..ace and the c--:ritninal .Process, supra note 1 5 ,  o.t 1 603- 4 1  (discuss-· 
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dence o f  racial discrimination.68 The Baldus Study, prepared by 
Prof,;ssc.Yr David Baldus? shmved that b1ack defendants v1ho kiP 
•Nhite victims ar,e the most likely to be sentenced to death. 69 
After a.ccounting for thirty-nine nonracial variables, Professor 
B 1 1 n d 1 d !' ' h ·.; • 'I J • ll •  1 • ' ' a�.c . � .t s :rc�t�.l1L t 1at ere11ctants c argec! vv1tn �1 �1r1g 1N111t� 1/1ctrrns 
its COT?_.stit.�J.·tionality � 7 1  
�-· 1 ' • • ,. 1 1 , 1 � 1 • l a.e msproportwnate sentencmg m o ac1<: aerennants lS 
part1y e:xplained by white jurors' greater affinity for •1vhite vic­
tims. 7 2  Randall Kennedy argues that the race-of-the-victim dis­
parities refl.ect a devaluation of the lives of blacks and constitute 
a fai1ure to provide black victims the equal protection of the 
1mv. 73 But the death penalty's racial bias also results from white 
society's particular horror at black violence against INhites. 
Black crime is vievved as defiance of white authority. As 
A ndrew Hacker observed, "The feeling persists that a black man 
who rapes or robs a white person has inflicted more harm than 
black or white criminals who prey on victims of their own :race. 
lt is as if an assault by a black is an act of desecration that 
threat,:;ns the entire white race. "74 
The ideology of crime in America is thus determined by 
race . Blacks are defined as criminals and crime is defined as 
v1hat black people do. The racial identification and construction 
68. McCleskey v. Kemp, 48 1 U.S. 279, 286-87 ( 1 987). 
69. Id 
70. Id at 287.  
7L ld at 3 1 9. 
72. See Stephen L Carter, When Victims Happen to Be Black , 97 YALE LJ.  �QO 
( 1 98 8), 
73. See Randall L Kennedy, McCleskey v. Kemp: Race, Capital Punishment, and 
;he Supreme Court ,  101 HARV. L REV. 1 388,  1 42 1 -22 ( 1 988).  
7i!, _ AN DREW HACKER, Two NATIONS 198 ( 1 992); see also Higginbotham & Jacobs, 
supm note 4 1 ,  at 1 037  (noting: "In the slavery system no crime was more serious than the 
murder of a master by a slave or servant. Such a murder was lmown as pdit treason. "). 
Slaves convicted of petit treason were subjected to a gruesome, public execution: 
If  rnale, the defendant \Vas to be hung, quartered, and beheaded; if f.:::t-na!e, �he 
defendant could be burned at the stake . .  , , In an effort to deter others from 
r:ommitting this offense, the heads and quarters of executed sla';es were d isplayed 
prominently either at spe•;i fied crossroads or on buildings or other public places. 
One such public place was the chimney of the Alexandria courti1ouse where the 
heads of four slaves, convicted of poisoning their overseers, were mounted in 
1 767.  A more symbolic demonstration of the judicial system's role in pemet;_;:Jt­
ing the powerlessness of Virginia's slaves is hard to imagine. 
1d at i 037-38 .  
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n • • d , k 'I 1 b' k • • 1 • ot cnme 1s perpetuate , tnrougH mytns aoout 1ac •. cnmmaA!ty. 
It is also legitimated and enforced ·by the iaw. This profound 
. . b . , 
' ' 1 ,.. assoc1at10n etween race and cr:trEe 1s tne necessary context :wr 
: -:r :T 
t .. � l. . 
1 • •' � r:cprocmctmn as a rocus :tor 
./�. .Ei-tge11ic S'terilizalitJiZ Lr.:xr.vs 
II • 1 • 'd  . ' 1 1 " h'  l . 1.. . 1-> .. mencan mstory prov1 es us '\·'i!tn a wea tn or . ma.s1gu1: 
with which to judge the potential d;;tnge:r of bio1ogica1 solutions 
to crime. During the first half of the twentieth century, the 
eugenics movement embraced the theory that intelligence and 
other personality traits ·were genetically determined and there� 
fore inherited. 75 This hereditarian belief, coupled with the 
reform approach of the progressive era, fueled a campaign to 
remedy America's social problems by stemming biological 
degeneracy. Eugenicists advocated compulsory sterilization to 
prevent reproduction by peo p le likely to produce allegedly defec­
tive offspring. 76 Eugenic sterilization was thought to improve 
society by eliminating its " 'socially inadequate" members. Jacob 
Landman, a professor at City College in New York, explained 
the eugenic rationale in the introduction to 1Lfuman Sterilization : 
Society has been brought to a greater realization than ever of 
the evils that attend the presence of the growing number of the 
socially undesirable people in our population. The mentally 
diseased, the feeble-minded, the idiots, the morons, and the 
criminals are regarded as the Nemeses of our civilization and 
the prohibition of their propagation is considered the salvation 
of society and the race. 77 
Many states around the turn o:f the century enacted invol­
untary sterilization laws directed at those deemed burdens on 
society, including the mentally retarded, mentally ill, epileptics, 
75. See Robert L Burgdorf, Jr. & Marcia P. Burgdorf, The Wicked Witch Is A lmost 
Dead: Buck v. Bell and the Sterilization of .;'-fandicappt!d Persons, 50 TEMP. LQ. 995, 997-
9 2  ( 1977); Robert J. Cynkar, Buck v .  Belt "Fe!r Necessities " v. Fundamental Values?, 8 1  
COLUM. L. REV. 1 4 1 8, 1 420-25 ( 1 98 i ) .  See generally STEPHEN TROMBLEY, THE RIGHT 
TO REPRODUCE ( 1 988) (describing the history of eugenics and coercive sterilization in 
America and Europe). 
76. See Cynkar, supra note 75 ,  at 1 428-30. 
77. J.H. LANDMAN, HUMAN STERILIZATION at  vii ( 1 9 32). Professor Landman esti­
mated that there were millions of "cacogenic" people in the United States and lamented 
that state sterilization statutes had succeeded in st-�riiizing only 1 2, 1 45 of them. See id Zct 
48- i!-9. 
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and criminals .  73 It has been estimated thc;.t over 70,000 persons 
were involuntarily sterilized under these statutes. 79 Justice 
7 • - ' • • - • • • 80 . � r1 . t. . s-.Iolrnes , I11!11Se1! ar1 ardent eugenlctstJ .ra. t J 11 e.J eugen1c t.LlelJry 1n 
1 . n� -· " ,..., - . . n • �, f ' 8 ;  • . • � 1 J tL1e } :-;27 ;�l prerne ·court dec1Sl(Jn, n itCK v. J:;e. l ?  _. vvn1cl1 upne d 
<- h �..,. "�"'O'? .. · �'""' + i t ·n t i ...-, �""i 'l• i � t v· 0\f "' ""'\Jl: ""'" ai -r-. 1· "'1  � 'fl "�J01 � r r. �- ·-:: -.·- : r " ""l. ::-.� 1� 7� -� ,; o�·� 15"1\'i:l.i 82 \. .( .,;, '-' .<L ::> �- • -- ' ·V!J.O.L"J "-'• i.;i I' -� c-:• - ·"· · ( .. L l '• -• - · "- ' '·'-.'· . : u <;:: � 1 ' 1 � '-" > < J H (.<. , ·. ,  
E:t1ger1ic tll;:;c)r�}' ex.plair1ecf. crir.ni11al1t�;r :::is -=�r-n ir1�1etitecl tr1�it� 
.-I·l-\e o 'clefecti"';f; de"li11q11enc)'? '  tl:te�Jr)r asSC)cl,s.�: f�tj cr.i.x:nir1aJ C{)11titlct 
·v1ith a higJ1�gr2.;l� :mental deff:ct. 83 Ir1 .lleT'P.(/.iltil)·' � ritr1 e ,  JJLib.,. 
1is.he·d in_ the i��JTlcrican Jot!rn::tl :Jf Sociolc:�Y i:� 1 9{) '7 :; C.�ertru�je 
0 ....... d '  , . ' rl b , h 1 ,. \ - .  L1:;.rvenport �� 1st111gu1sneu · Ct\'VeeJ1 cn111e t.\.18.t "f·?las Zt proauct or 
unfit environment and cri:me that was genetically produced. She 
contended that, despite society's efforts to repress crime, "there 
would still re:main those committed by habitual criminals­
criminals who are bred as race horses are bred, by the process of 
assorti.ve mating. Such are outside the pale of beneficent envi­
ronment. They can no more hdp committing crime than race 
horses can help going.H84 Legislatures implemented this biologi-
7 8 .  See generally E!yce Ferster, Eliminating the Unfit-Is Sterilization the Answer?, 
27 OHIO ST. L.J. 59 1 ,  59 1 -96 ( 1 966) (discussing eugenic sterilization statutes). As late as 
1 966, 26 states still had eugenic sterilization laws. Id at 596; see Elizabeth S. Scott, Sterili­
zation of Mentally R etarded Persons: R eproductive Rights and Family Privacy, 1 986 DUKE 
L.J. 806, 809 n. 1 i .  
79. George P .  Smith II, L imirations on Reproductive A u ianomy for the Mentally 
Handicapped, 4 J.  CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL'Y 7 1 ,  77 n . 3 5  ( 1 988) .  
30. See Oliver Wendell Holmes, Ideals and Doubts, 1 0  ILL. L. REv. 1 ,  3 ( 1 9 1 5) (stat­
ing: "I believe that the wholesale social regeneration . . .  cannot be affected appreciably by 
tinkering with the institution of property, but only by taking in hand life and trying to build 
a race."); Yosal Rogat, Mr. Justice Holmes: A Dissenting Opinion , i S  STAN. L. REV. 254, 
282 ( 1 963) (referring to Buck v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200 ( 1 927), as "a judicial manifestation of 
[Holmes's] intense eugenicist views"). 
8 1 .  274 U.S .  200 ( 1 927). 
82. !d. at 207. 
83. See Nicole H .  Rafter, Introduction to \Vi-IJTE TRASH: THE EUGENIC FAMILY 
STUDIES 1 1  (Nicole H. Rai'ter ed. ,  1 9 88) [hereinafter W!-inE TRASHj .  See generally N ICO­
LAS F. HAEN, THE DEFECTIVE DELii·IQUENCY lVlOVEMENT ( 1 978) (describing the origim 
of New York's defective delinquent law of i 92 1 that authorized the indefinite commitment 
of "mental defectives" over 1 6  years of age charged with or convict-:!d of a crime). In their 
1 9 1 9 study of "feeble-minded" families in 1v1innesota, A.C. Rogers and r<!aud A. iV!errill 
described the genetic defect that caused ti:e families' cr-iminal conduct: 
[F] rorn the high grade feeb!e-niinded, the lnorcns, are recruited the ne'er-·dO· 
·.vells, who lacking the initiative and stick-to-it-iveness of energy and ambition, 
drift from failure to failure, spending a winter in the pc.or house, moving from 
shack to hovel and succeeding only in the reproduction of i i i-nurtured, i l l -kempt 
gutter brat�; to carry on the family traditions of dirt, disease and degeneracy. 
A.C. ROGERS &. i\iAUDE A. MERRILL, DWELLERS JN UI E VALE OF SJDDEM ( 1 9 1 9), 
l'eprinted ill 1�VHITE ;fRASH, supra , at 3:.1· 1 ,  346- 47. 
84. Gatrude C.  Davenport, Hereditary Crime ,  13 Ar·-1. ,; , Soc. 402 ( 1 907), reprinted 
ill 1iVH 1TE TRASH, sup?-a note 83,  at 66, 60. 
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cal e:\planation for crime in eugenic sterilization la'NS that n1.;:;u1,, 
dated sterili:z.ation or castration of habitual criminals. 8 5  
Eugenic policy reinforced the prevail.ing social order in t\vo 
-wa ys:  it puni:".he:-1 social outcasts and it depoliticized scd��l 
") ... "" r- '- � .:.. .... - � ..... r,·A -.-' " J � -!- o ...... h a  1·-:-1 n,o• .. i c ,.,. 1  J· ust � flrr- -� 1 .. � "Y"\ c-_,"' .t-1--,._ e .-.. n� � � -�-""' t_; -�VU.��---Lu.� . f,_) �,:� ..-; � -� t\.-::,. t lC U-'--Ul ,0..:. al . · . t.-11 � .... - 0. � :;. \JU .t V1. LLi ._. 6 ...,- v :;:::.i ! ,c·· 
rrren.t,s et..tgc-�:r:.;�c JJfC;gra.rf1y it pLtnis11ecl thos� Y?11c; -cL:��vi�3-tr:C1 fr(Y!:�-1 
socf:jl r,�_c';rTrc�, � �36 :� arri.e i1 llC-k1 tt1e ploj:ntiff irl _F:��r./c/c v. J'Je/l/r;· for 
e;c:=ltTI.f;le, ��� �LS st�r�il iz.�d fiOt beca·u.se of a11y ;.ue:rrta1 d.i:.,a_tjl:�t�i:· .as 
L ,.,..  ' ., ' 1 ' " ' 1 1 j 'J ' t .ne 011IC1 a .t  "''1'e:-sJc�r1 ClZllined., 011t oecat1se sne ��ias potrr ar1. c� r1ac� 
bp.p....., J}f"'A (..�.,-.. r., n t- O' ll t  of  WPr'P oclr 33 Thp dAno�t -:-- i r.n  ·:r c,r.��; -<r"\ "•J • f -;- � ' ··-'-'" i- " '�0:.\<1. ., , .,  \ u , �'-'-' ""· 1 ..... ·�. � • �,. ·�'1• ,_�,.:;LtffiOi"./ 0, �{!e 
state merftaJ ir1stit1Jtion)s exnert, the fan�ed e11genicist ::£-farr�,r � � ,J 
Laughlin, implies this underlying motivation: "These people 
belong to the shiftless, ignorant, and 'Northless class of anti­
social v;hites of the South. " 89 
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) 
eugenicists conducted family studies charting the pedigree of 
"degenerate" clans among the rural poor in order to establish 
inferior heredity as the source of their alcoholism, poverty, crim­
inality, harlotry, and feeble-mindedness.90 The family studies. 
bore titles such as "Hereditary Pauperism as Illustrated in the 
'Juke' Family"9 1  and "The Hill Folk: Report on a Rural Com . .  
munity of Hereditary Defectives. "92 Although the studies 
8 5 .  As late as 1 968, seven states subjected habitual criminals to sterilization . Jdhey 
F. Ghent, Annotation, Validity of Statutes A uthorizing Asexualization or Sterilizotion of 
C1iminals or Mental Defectives, 5 3  A.L.R. 3 o  960, 964 ( 1 973).  These schemes recei"ed 
varying treatment in the courts. See, e.g. , Skinner v. Oklahoma, 3 1 6  U.S.  5 3 5 ,  54 1 - 43 
( 1 942) (striking as unconstitutional a state statute that provided for the sterilization of 
habituai criminals); Davis v. Walton, 276 P. 92 1 ,  925 (Utah 1 929) (upholding the constitu­
tionality of, but reversing on other grounds, an order for the castration of a staie prison 
inmate convicted of robbery); State v. Feilen, 1 26 P. 75 , 78 (Wash. 1 9 1 2) (upholding statute 
that allowed performance of a vasectomy on a defendant convicted of statutory rape of a 
female child less than 10 years old). 
86. See ROSALIND P.  PETCHESKY, ABORTION AND WOMAN'S CHOICE 88 ( 1 98<�) 
(arguing that the aim of steJi!ization laws "was not only to reduce numbers or root out 
'defective genes' but aiso to attack and punish sexual 'promiscuity '  and the sexual danger 
thought to emanate from the lower classes, especially lower class women"); Roberts, supra 
not.-; 56, at ! 4H-75 .  
87 .  274 US 200 ( 1 927). 
88. See Stephen J. Gould, Carrie Buck 's Daughter, 2 CONST. COi\HIIENTA.?..Y 3 3 1 ,  3 3 -6 
( 1 985); Paul A .. . Lo.mbardo� T'hree Generations, !lo Imbeciles: iVew Light on Buc\:. v. Bell� 60 
N .Y U .  L. REv. 30, 5 1  ( 1 985) .  
39. CJ-ould, supra l!Ott=: 88, at 3 36-3 7; Lorobardo, supra note 38,  �t 5 1 .  
90. WHJTE TRASH, supra note 83 ,  c.t 1 .  White Trash ccmpiles 1 1  of the family 
st1..:dies. 
9 1 .  Jd. �).t 33.  
92. !d. at g l .  
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claimed to adopt a scientific process, their ultimate effect •;vas to 
oa n � ·\"' "-0°.; '=' 1  f"'L" SS 111;"-h cenetl.C  n'orth 9 3  l""' 1 \..._r.;t l - �- y.\u .� ·v.!-<.-:1. "!'. �\ L . ..... 0 . .  �  ... . . 
Eugenic sterilizB.tion laws brutally imposed society's nonns 
of reproduction. Such governmental control of reproduction in 
th� name of science :rnasked racist and class-based judgments 
·o·: ? r.:vr:r -. � ·�p. ·j· "!<""l a" p:::.r· .. �1 (.:\ n,j?,..1 0  ri p.-�_0 ;:-- fT'�"'n <'r')r ·; al "1 0-� :-n ·:::  .. 4 � 0  -;- ·�t _ .i <.  ...... .s..I .....  ..> ,.,.,  .... ..�.1 .. 1.. �-v p -·� ,r -, ... ... - -t_... t._.1_.. c� .... t.. ..l.. .!. -v.il .,:,"-" --"- .! 1 .• -.....t .i J . .,:..:i .. � �.� 1 ....... ... t v �,. 
deserve to procrea te. Compulsory sterilization laws--whether 
crirninal or thera:ocu t1c--were often based on nunitive motiva-• £ 
tions disguised as a eugenic rationale. Explanations of eugenic 
theory reveal this underlying political standard for procreation. 
One eugenicist, for example, justified his extreme approach of 
putting the socially inadequate to death as " 'the surest� the sim­
plest, the kindest, and most humane means for preventing repro­
duction among those whom we deem unworthy of this high 
privilege . . . . '  "95 
In addition to punishing the socially unworthy, eugenic ide­
ology depoliticized social conflict by providing a biological 
explanation for poverty and crime. The eugenicists defended the 
supremacy of the elite by rooting social status in nature rather 
than power. They pretended that the condition of the oppressed 
was caused by their own incurable, inherited deficiencies, and 
was unrelated to political, economic, or social realities. 96 
Eugenic laws that institutionalized and sterilized the "unfit" 
implemented an extremely effective means, legitimated by sci­
ence, to control threats to the social order. 
93. !d. at 1 2. 
94. The largest experiment in racist government eugenics was the Nazi sterilization 
program of the 1 930s and 1 940s. The Nazi sterilization law of 1 933 ,  which legalized the 
compulsory sterilization of a wide range of socially unfit, allowed the wholesale sterilization 
of Jews and other non-Aryan people and prepared the way for the Holocaust. See BENNO 
MOLLER-HILL, MURDEROUS SCIENCE 28-38 ( 1 9 8 8); ROBERT PROCTOR, RACIAL 
HYGIENE: MEDICINE UNDER THE NAZIS ( 1 988); TROMBLEY, supra note 75, at 47, 1 44-58 .  
On the iink between Nazi and American eugenic ideology and sterilization laws, see id at  
1 10-2 1 .  
9 5 .  MARLE H. HALLER, EUGENICS 4 2  ( 1 963) (emphasis added) (quoting eugenicist 
W. Duncan lVlcKim). 
96. See Janet Katz & Charles F. Abel, The Medicalization of R epression: Eugenics 
and Crime ,  8 CONTEMP. CRISES 227, 228 ( 1 984);  WH ITE TRASH, supra note 83 ,  at 6 (not­
ing that the eugenic family studies assumed that the distribution of social power could be 
explained in hereditarian terms). Conversely: " [u]pper class standing, also biologically 
determined, was a priori evidence that feeblemindedness was not present." Katz & Abel, 
supra , at 233.  
RA CE AlYD REP.R OD UCTYOPI 
crt1:r.nir�tBlity ha.s a t�iocb.e:rr1icaJ or g.c�n.etic Ci:11J.S-e� 
(�:fc�od·\lliTI1 clir�ector o:f ·tljt·� f�at:i{J�.1.2�2 ::I:nst:itlJte 
(}>TI-{·/K�;:_:[)) �lTifOliCC1f:{�i �:. lDf�etiD.g r)·f t}:te 
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i\�j·IiSi)l"')' {:,olll'1.cil i)I.l ii?:etJf"\.12T)i 1 1 , l 9S<2) �dJO�.rt iilXtl= 
' � � ., 1 .. ., � "'l 0.7 : -� ' f<' .. . EcLtv;:;,. supporterJ oy t!1e ieaera.! govem:merrt. 7 � ne a1m m ttns 
� . . .c d . " 1 , 1 ' --1  ' .!" :rese2.rcr1 proJect 1s to .n11 · a genetic r11ar!c<�er thcrt \;vo·u!1:I li---.:!::rrtrry 
r- ?1""1 ' 1  � r� .. (':\ .-.. ...:- t, ; r?h ._.; ,.., J;. ,-._ .c �""' -=-- '"'o-:�.o:-1: 1' n cr r> r'1· ·rn 1' n r' 1 ..... . ., .- d  �-- 11 � �.-. . -1 � �·- :c:.-,... + 1 -�; �,. -..... .!l ll !- . �.iit. Q.i. l..:. .ib!..· l .!�-'-� Vi L.;o .;;:;;.., l.l.l;�..i b <..-.... -� -J- �l..:.. .'L:. Ct..,;.. J , C.. ll ;,J.1 C: L;_ ·\.-::. ��:.. t -:;:,.. J. tl1 -� ...... . i,j_ . . 1 1... ' • ., ' • 1 • l ' ' , ,  cnmma.� uenavwr t.n:rougn pharmacmg1ca treat:mem an ot mner 
therapies. 98 Dr. Goodv;in estimated that the project :might iden­
tify 1 009000 children, as young as five years old, amenable to 
such "preventive inte:rvention. "99 .l:VIore than four thousand chil­
dren, many in inner-city public schools9 are already involved in 
NHVIH studies examining biological markers and other supposed 
predictors of violent behavior. 100 Dr. Goodwin indicated in 
racist remarks about violence in the inner-city, which aecompa-
97. Daniel Goleman, New Storm Brews on Whether Crime Has Roots in Genes, N . Y. 
TIMES, Sept. 1 5 , 1 992, at C l ;  see Lynne Duke, Controversy Flares over Crime, l::[eredity, 
\NASH. PosT, Aug. 1 9, 1 992, at A4 (discussing controversy over the government's biologi­
cal research on crime); Bob Sipchen, The U.S. Wants to Use Its Public Health Know,How to 
Treat the Plague of Violence , LA. TIMES, Apr. 2L! , 1 992, at El (same); Jamie T::dan, 
Genetic Link to Violence Assailed, NEWSDA Y, Sept .  28, 1 992, at 6 (same). The project is 
planned to last five years, with a budget of $400 million . Fox Butterfield, Dispute Threatens 
U.S. Plan on Violence, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 2 3 ,  1 992, at A l 2.  
98.  See Duke, supra note 97, at A4; Goleman, supra note 97,  at C L  Charges of 
racism led the National Institute of Health to suspend funding for an academic conference 
on heredity and criminal behavior, entitled "Genetic Factors in Crime: Findings, Uses and 
Implications," which was scheduled for October 9, 1 992, at the University of Maryland. 
Duke, supra note 97, at A4; Philip J .  Hilts, U.S. Puts a Halt lO Talks Tying Genes ro Crime ,  
N . Y .  TIIv1E3, Sept. 5 ,  1 992, a t  A L  The conference brochure stated: 
Researchers have already begun to study the genetic regulation of violent and 
impulsive behavior and to search for genetic markers associated with criminal 
conduct. . . . Genetic research holds out the prospect of identifying individuals 
who may bt:: predisposed to certain kinds of criminal conduct, of isolating envi­
ronmental features which trigger those predispositions, and of treating some pre­
dispositions with drugs and unintrusive therapies. 
l-ii1ts, supra , at A. 3 .  
99 .  Peter R . . Breggin, The "Violence ln itiative H-·_":.J I?.acist Bioraedical Prograrn �(oY 
Socia! f�onttol, t: .. Ts. TEf'·fET, Surnmer 1 992, at 7 .  
1 00. Letter from Peter P ... . Breggin & Ginger iC.:.oss-Breggin ("'The Federal "\fiolenc� 
Intitis.tive") (July 1 ,  1 992) (on file with Tulane Law Re;•iew); see Peter :r: . . Breggin, Letter to 
the .Editor, U.S. Hasn 't Given Up Linking Genes to Crime, N . Y .  TIMES, Sept. 1 8 , 1 992, at 
i\3!.:. (reporting that �·millions of dollars of Feden11 funds are b.�ir.g spent on violence initia-­
tive research and planning, including studies of both rhesus monkeys a.nd inner-city 
ch1kLren H). 
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nied his announcement of the violence initiative, that the govern­
ment program is directed at black youth. 1 0 i Peter Bre:ggin, 
Director of the Center for the Study of Psychiatry and an out-
, . . � h 1 • • • 1 ' 1. • . ' " spoken cnt1c ot L e  mo1og1ca( approacn to psyc�1w.try, con cn.1deS 
- h . 1 • • • . • • ' " 1 ' that t L�_e VlO rer1ce 1ntt1at1ve 1s rac1st anc�. s . a re s rrl8.I1Jl Cfl.ar.acter-
istic�; ·�vittt earlier attern.:pts to 11se fbe bi{)D:l{:.dic::JJ .ar:.d ·?:l.2;;:;en1c 
rn_{)::).-e1s fur S!Jcial coirtr-oL '') Io:� 
fo_ 0 h� -.. 10"10 r> ·=:t 1 O. "V r .. -� ·?. n rJ -�� r-. ,.-. "'  Ir::r +' , ..... .  _......: ·,--y;l e G !:l  � .... '1 r � l  }� '1. : .- .... ,- ··� -- ·-··""·t �'!_,:.') tJ !.. {.J 1� \_.c:i \.. A !._l .i l  . .Lt :a. l, .... 1 V.!. l 0 \.)I <.,..... J. _,. J.A J- b'-�.l� i .t... J:-ll--' 1_., : :. �....,. � "  ...  �.t_i}�\Jl 9 
·r ho> sf•y'c ; <' l• '}�ra� sl' noly n <;:l.flO' fP]JfOQ, l J "t; ,V"' 'ffi "'=\ 7l '-"  •i- ,.-. '".• ·" .•. n •. · .(',· ;-_ ,_.1 '_"' '!'> . . c . > .i -� , C·�.t\, 1� .\ ''-'� \;;;;..\, · . O ' \�_, L f.:> • '·- •--1� < ). '- ' .< >.-<.L<.,..> \),.J • 'i ' '-' H  
. �� 1 h . 1,' h . .  cnme. 1 'NO examp es are L e coerclVe use 01 t . e cm1tracept1ve 
Norplant to punish female offenders and the prosecution of 
women who use drugs during pregnancy. Norp1ant 103 was 
! O L  Dr. Goodwin's remarks leave little doubt as to the program's eugenic rationale 
and raciai target: 
"If you look, for example, at male monkeys, especially in the wild, roughly half of 
them survive to adulthood. The other half die by violence. That is the natural 
way of it  for males, to knock each other off and, in fact, there are some interesting 
evolutionary implications of that because the same hyperaggressive monkeys who 
kii! each other are also hypersexual, so they copulate more and therefore they 
reproduce more to offset the fact that half of them are dying. 
"Now, one could say that if some of the loss of social structure in this soci­
ety, and particularly within the high impact inner-city areas, has removed some of 
the civilizing evolutionary things that we have built up and that maybe it  isn't j ust 
the careless use of the word when people call certain areas of certain cities jungles, 
that we may have gone back to what might be more natural, without all of the 
social controls that we have imposed upon ourselves as a civilization over 
thousands of years of our own evolution." 
Philip J.  Hilts, Federal Official Apologizes for Remarks on Inner Cities, N.Y TIMES, Feb. 
22, 1 992, at A6 (quoting Dr. Goodwin). Dr. Goodwin's remarks become especially chilling 
when one realizes that he was the Bush Administration's top mental health official in 
charge of administering a multi-million dollar government research project. Goodwin 
resigned from his position at the time of his remarks as head of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, 
and Mental Health Administration, only to be appointed director of the National Institute 
of Mental Health, the entity overseeing the violence project See Boyce Rensberger, Sci­
ence and Sensitivity; Primates, Politics and the Sudden Debate over the Origins of Human 
Violence, WASH. PosT, Mar. I ,  1 992, at C3. 
1 02. Breggin, supra note 99, at 5;  see Peter R. Breggin, Letter to the Editor, The Real 
Crime is NeglecTing Inner-City Youths, WASH. PosT, Aug. 3 1 ,  1 992, at A l 8  (cri ticizing the 
government's violence initiative as racist and eugenic). A similar violence project propos­
ing psychosurgery as a solution to violence was attempted against bla.cks in the 1 970s in  
response to t h e  urban uprisings o f  the 1 960s. See generally SAMUEL CHAVKJN, THE MlND 
STEALERS ( 1 978); Peter R. Breggin, Psychosurgery for Political Purposes, l J  DuQ. L REV, 
841 ( 1 975);  V.R Mark et al., Role of Brain Disease in Riots and Urban Violenc!'!, 20 i 
JAI\-iA 2 1 7  ( 1 967). For a critique of contemporary biological perspectives on crime, see 
Katz & Abel, supra note 96, at 237- 40. 
103 .  Norplant, a contraceptive device approved by the Food and Drug Administra­
tion in December 1 990, consists of six match-stick sized r>��ber capsuJes that are ins�rted 
under the skin of a woman's forearm during a minor surgical procedure. Viitliam Booth, 
Updating a Revolution; 5- Year Birth Con trol Impian! 0;1ers Reliabiliiy, bL!l with Side 
Effects, "N..;ss. PosT, Jan. 7,  ! 99 1 ,  at A3; see Julie Menus & Simon Hell·�r. Norp!ant Meets 
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irnmediatdy embrz,ced by some legislators as a. potential punish� 
rn.r�n.t for \-:Jc;ruen, ' s  drug offensi;s, 104 �� bill i!1tf(}dl!ced in. tb.�� 
Ohio legisl2 ture, if enacted, would have amended Le definition 
o)f �n i l �' .- "' ' "1 ''•-• r'· A ,---. 1"- cltld "" dru o 'US C> dn �1' n '< -·� .> q--,,., ,- • n /"" ' 1 0 5  1 .. ·t ... ,_ \,., H.,u H ,, ;::, .\v� ''--' 1l L ..... . . b c .... � . .., e, 11 ... e6.,.c� .. '"'·' .> . . . .. � l • -:- • 3 �., "' t, 1 'i • 1 ., V;;' OU i c nave reqtured women conv1cteo or · prenatat c nH ..i 
n.eg}ectj- ?  t..D c11 ()()Se 1)etv"¥·e-en corr1pleting a_ d, I"D. g tr�c-tt:rr1en:j: :r�r{>·· 
gi-:::�.IYl or ··ur��;::t-��r gcJ·i_ YI.g N ()!pla.n t ii1Sertior! . 1 o.s e�J �:)�_--ri_�EL�n. t ir).S.eT�ti \)�i� 
-;,;yould be rtl:?Lr.�d.atrJr·',J for reDeat offenders. 1 07 . . 
On J a:nuary 2, 1 99 1 ,  a California judge ordered Darlene 
Johnson, a black mother who pled guilty to chi1d abuse, to use 
Norplant for three years as a condition of probation. i o8 In this 
case, Judge Howard Broadm an first expressed his conceiT! that 
}\/is. Johnson ';vas on welfare and might become pregnant. 1 09 
Judge Broadman gave Ms. Johnson a choice : a possible seven 
years in prison or only one year in prison with the condition that 
she be implan ted with ·Norplant on her release. I'vis.  Johnson 
the New Eugenicists: The Impermissibility of Coerced Contraception . 1 1  ST. LOUJ.S U.  Pus. 
L REV. 359. 359 ( 1 992). See generally R. HATCHER, CONTRACEPTlVE TECHNOLOGY 
1 990- 1 992, at 30 1 - 14  ( 1 990) (providing a medical description of Norplant). Norplant pro­
vides effective protection against pregnancy for up to five years by slowly releasing a syn­
thetic hormone. Because both insertion and removal must be performed by a trained 
clinical practitioner, a woman has little control over the device once it is implanted. Mertus 
& Heller, supra , at 360. Norplant is contra-indicated for women with certain medical con­
ditions, including liver disease, heart disease, and high blood pressure, and may cau.;;e a 
number of unpleasant side effects . I d. at 360-6 1 ;  Booth, supra , at A 1 7 .  
1 04. Mertus & Heller, supra note 1 03, a t  362-64. See, e.g. , H . R .  2255, 74th Leg., 2d 
Leg. Sess., Kansas ( 1 99 1) (unenacted bill mandating Norplant implantation as a condition 
of probation for women convicted of certain narcotics offenses); S. 82, 1 i 9th Reg. Sess., 
Ohio ( 1 99 1 )  (bill mandating Norplant implantation for women convicted more than once 
of child neglect, including drug use during pregnancy). In addition to its punitive proposal, 
the Kansas legislature considered a bill that wouid use financial incentives to encourage 
. women on welfare to use Norplant. Mertus & Heller, supra note 1 03 ,  at 3 62; Tamar 
Lewin, A Plan to Pay Welfare l>-lothersfor Birth Control, N.Y. TIM ES, Feb. 9,  1 99 1 ,  at A l l .  
See H.R. 2089, 74th Leg. , l st Sess. ,  Kansas ( 1 99 1 ) .  
1 0 5 .  S .  82 ,  i 1 9th Leg. , Reg. Sess., Ohio ( 1 99 1 ) .  
1 06. ld. 
107.  !d. ;  see, Menus & Heller, supra note 1 03,  at 363. A prior Ohio bill sought to 
impose sterilization for women convicted more than once of prenatal child neglect .  See S. 
324, § 29 1 9.22 1 (B), ! 1 8th Leg., Reg. Sess . ,  Ohio ( 1 989-90). 
108 .  See Judgmen� Proceedings, People v.  Johnson, No. 29390 (Cal. Aj:•p. Dep't .  
Super. Ct. 1 99 1 )  (listing 1 2  items and conditions of probation for the defendant) (on fiie 
•;vith the Tulane L a w  ReviEw); William Booth, Judge Ordas Einh Control Jmp!am iil 
Defendant, \V c'.SH .  PosT, Jan. 5,  1 99 1 ,  at A I :  Michael Lev, Judge Is Firm on Forced Con ­
traception, but Welcomes an Appeal,  N . Y .  TIMES, Jan. 1 1 , 1 99 1 ,  a t  A l 7;  see also Tamar 
Lewin, Implanted Birth Control Del'ice Renews Debate over Forced Contraception , N.Y. 
TIMES, hm. 10,  1 99 1 ,  at  A20 (reviewing t h e  debate o n  the forced use of 1'-!orplant). 
109 .  Se" !vJ:iche!le Oberman, The Cont;o/ of PregnancJ; and the Crimina!ization of· 
Femaieness, 7 BERKELEY \VOMH<'s L.J. 1 ,  6 & n.23 ( 1 992). 
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tll_er:e is not eveil 
The ptos•::cutioxl of ·women who use drugs dn:ring 
� , · ·  .. �:: 
dl ,. , 1  1 • ":1 0 "':! > -:1 ('l nancy, rega:r ess m ti!e pemllty 1mposea, 1s tne pumsru:n. ;;xrt Oil 
rep:roduction. n ;;  'YVorn en are punished, in essence, Jor Ymg 
babies. These prosecutions are based on a woman's pregnancy 
and not on her illegal drug usc in itself. Prosecutors charge 
these defendants not with drug use, but with child abus;=; or dis>· 
tribution of drugs to a. minor--crimes that relate to their 
1 10. See Mertus & Heller, supra note 1 03,  at 365-66. Ultimately, the app·ellate court 
dismissed Johnson's ap;)eal of the Norplant order as moot after Johnson viola.ted the terms 
of her probation by testing positive for drugs. Birth Curb Order is Declared Jllfoot, N.Y. 
TIMES, Apr. 1 5 ,  i 992, at A23. On March 1 3, 1 992, in the California Superior Court for the 
County of Tulare, a different judge sentenced Ms. Johnson to five years in state prison 
following a probation violation. See Johnson, No. 29390, slip op. at l .  
1 1 1 . Orders making contraception a condition of probation have been overturned i n  a 
number of recent cases. See, e. g. , Smith v. Superior Court, 725 P . 2d 1 1 0 1 ,  1 1 0":· (Ariz. 
1 986) (en bane) (striking sterilization in exchange for reduced sentence for child abuse); 
People v. Pointer, 1 99 Cal. Rptr. 357,  366 (Ct. App. 1 9 84) (reversing portion of judgment 
prohibicing conception as a condition of probation imposed on woman convicted of child 
endangerment for placing her children on a strict microbiotic diet); Thomas v .  State, 5 1 9  
So. 2 d  1 1 1 3 , 1 1 1 4 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1 9 8 8) (striking probation condition forbidding 
defendant convicted of stealing from becoming pregnant out of wedlock). 
1 1 2. See TROMBLEY, supra note 7 5 ,  at  1 76 (stating that all of the cases during the 
1 960s in which judges ordered contraception as a condition of probation involved blacks or 
Latinos). 
1 1 3 .  In s.veople v. Dor.'tinguez, for exarnple, a Los ft ... ngeles judge s�ntenc�d l\:�ercedcs 
Dorninguez, a Latina v;om9.n vvith tvYo children v.;ho v;as pregnant and receiving public 
assistance, to probation for second degree robbery on the condition that she refra.in from 
becorr1ing pregnant out of v;edlock. See People v. Dominguez, 64 Cal. Rptr. 290 (Ct. A.pp. 
1 967) (reversing order revoking probation vvhen the d�fendant became pregnant ",Nithout 
being mar.rjecl). /\.t the probatio:1 s.=ntence heacing, the judge explained to D.-1s. D�Jrninguez 
the consequences of her becorning pregnant: 
'4:{ ou &.re going to prison. unless you are rnanied fi::·st. ·You have too 
IT1any oi those ( chilclrcn] . If you insist on this ��-:ind of conduct you C 8.n. :�1: 
least consider the other people in sociery ·who are taking care of your c}ii.lch:�n. 
-y� ou have had too many th.2t some others are taking care of otl-ter th8.n yov s.n6 
the father. " 
!d. a� 292 (al teration added) (qEoting t:cial coul-t). 
1 1 �-. See Rob�rt2, s�,tp?a not� :36, at 1 4-�-:5-50.  
'' ] 
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nancy. 1 1 5 J.Vloreover, pregnant wmn-en receive !:w.:rshe:r sentences 
th;;m drng-additcted men or wornen ·who are not pregnant 1 1 6 
The legal rationale underlying the prosecutions does not depend 
on the illegality of drug use. Criminal charges have been brought 
against women for conduct that is 1egal but was alleged to have 
·> " 1 , , • 1 - ·p " ' l d • ' ., J ' rtarrneo t.ne J� e1t�3 . ! ' ¥Y 1 er1 a c. rug-ae_� 1Clea. -�;vorn.sJ1 cioes oec.o1J11e 
"' a · ....,.. , , -'- ' .e:. }, �� .:::: rY- � ' \_ J ·:- ,.?> r10- 1 -:�t�i ,--. ·� 1 7.=·-'f"' "'i 'J ,::..  ·- r·:, .·::·.� --.p ..-. · · --...... · � �'""! 1 PI ,, g .\4ai1 t , s n . _ " ' -..l� ..__. ,1 .J O.d.,.. .. .... a.l� '- -' V ,_. 1 ..., , 1 ·. · �  )_ ._, '.-uC2.p->- l., ll1i"1,'' "'-l 
- �  ":fOrt • ::"1 1,..... -.,......:- .; (' •. ..., '!...Y �1.., r· �-: - o. • h � ..,.-, ,-- Yr .h .r:'l " ." -::.� +� � � t, ... .,. _ � + 1- � -� .. ·� narc, ... �. , , uo" ,_1.).\l .  JL� \.-1 '-' •  .( ffi ,, lS C .\ OOSHI!S ,.u ,., .,(., "  \... c.<}>,, u8.uj r.::� dL,c1 
than having an abortion. Thus, it is the choice of carrying a 
pregnancy to term that is being penalized. 
These reproductive punishments are not strictly eugenic 
because they are not technically based on the belief that crime is 
inherited; that is, their goal is not to prevent the passing down of 
crime-marked genes. They are based, however, on the same 
premise underlying the eugenic sterilization laws-that certain 
groups in our society do not deserve to procreate. The imposi­
tion of penalties related to reproduction also prepares our soci­
ety to accept a more purely eugenic program. If the public 
grows accustomed to black women being forcibly implanted 
with Norplant or jailed because they gave birth to a child while 
addicted to drugs, the public may become less quick to question 
a government program that uses these same techniques because 
it is believed that certain children are genetically predisposed to 
crime. Biological explanations for crime and reproductive pen­
alties turn offenders into objects 1 1 8--or organisms 1 1 9-rather 
than human beings; obj ects which can be manipulated for the 
dominant society's good. 
IV. THE TERRIBLE INTERSECTION: CR!ME, RACE, AND 
REPRODUCTION 
The discussion thus far has focused on the racial construc­
tion of crime and the use of biology, particularly reproduction, 
as a solution to crime. This Part explains why these two aspects 
1 1 5 .  Jd. at 1 £!45. 
1 1 6. See id. at 1 43 1 .  
1 1 7 .  Jd. at 1 43 1 -32.  
1 1 8 .  Cf Boldt, supra note 1 2 , at  2322-23 (arguing that the disproportionate impact of 
the ' 'war of drugs" on inner-city communities leads the public to see criminal defendants a s  
objects). 
1 1 9 .  See James M. Doyle, Into the Eigh t Ball: The Colonialists ' Landscape in Ameri­
can Criminal Justice , 1 2  B .C THIRD WoRLD L.J. 65,  8 1 -82 ( 1 992) (discussing a California 
judge who described the defendants' activities, not as matters of choice, but "as if they 
were in the nature of the organisms"). 
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tionalized denial of black >;;vomen's reproductive freedom. 1 20 
Control of black fertility became a particularly effective and 
degrading tool of white domination. The essence of black 
women's experience during slavery was the brutal denial of 
autonomy over reproduction. Female slaves were commercially 
valuable to their masters not only for their labor, but also for 
their capacity to produce more slaves. 1 2 1  'Nhite masters there­
fore could increase their wealth by controlling their slaves' 
reproductive capacity through rewarding pregnancy, punishing 
slave women who did not bear children, forcing them to breed, 
1 • h 1 2" ana rapmg t .em. � 
In this century, procreation by black •,vomen has been 
devalued and discouraged. The first publicly funded birth con·· 
trol clinics "Were established in the south in the 1 9 30s as a way of 
lm,vering the black birthrate .  1 2 3 During the Depression, birth 
control was promoted as a means of lowering welfare costs. In 
1 939,  the Birth Control Federation of America planned a 
"Negro Project" designed to limit reproduction by blacks who 
1 20. See Roberts, supra note 56, at 1 43 6- 44. On the constraints on biack women's 
reproductive freedom, see Laurie Nsiah-Jefferson, Reproductive Laws, �.rromen of Color, 
and Low-Income Women , 1 i WOMEN's RTS. L.  REP. 1 5 ,  30-32 ( 1 989);  Dorothy E. Rob­
erts, The Future of Reproductive Choice for Poor Women and '1-Vomen of Color, 1 2  
'NOiv!EN's RTs. L .  REP. 5 9  ( 1 990); Charlotte Rutherford, R eproductive Freedoms and Afri­
can A merican Women , 4 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 255 ,  273-75 ( 1 992). 
1 2 1 .  See ANGELA Y .  DAVIS, Wo?�-·I EN, RACE A N D  CLASS 7 ( 1 9 3 1 ) ;  JACQUELINE 
JO�.JES, LABOR OF LOVE, LABOR OF SORROW 12 ( 1985).  
1 22.  See ]ONES, sr.;pra note 1 2 1 ,  at 3'�- 3 5 ,  3 7 - 3 8 ;  WE ARE YOUR SISTERS 24-26 (Dor­
othy Sterling ed ., 1984); Catherine Clinton, Caughi in the Web of the Big House: Women 
and Slavery, in THE V/EB OF SOUTHERN Soci A L  P-..ELATIONS 19, 23 --23 (\Vc.lter .I . Fraser, 
Jr. et &.l . eds., 1 9 8 5) .  The rape of slavewomm by their masters was primc..rily a. weapon of 
·�error that reinforced whit.e domination. DAVIS, supra note 1 2 1 ,  at 2 3-24. On 
s!av·�'.vomen's resistance to control of their reproductive iives, see DEBORAH G. WHITE, 
AR'N'T I A WOMAN?: FEMALE SLAVES lN THE PLANTATION SOUTH 7 6--90 ( ! 98 5); see olso 
WE A.RE YouR SISTERS, supra , at 25-26, 5 8 -6 1 .  
1 2 3 .  L!NDA GORDON, WOMAN'S BODY, WOMAN'S RIGHT 329-34-0 ( 1 976). 
. .  ' l l  .. 1 . 1 d l ' . ' . • • "st1 L breec. careless y an msasLrous ly, '?.TUl UJ e 
in.cre.�ts-::� �;:!JJJ(Jfl_g J��Ietsroes, e·v�rl DJ.or� tf!�3.Tt D.I->:}fJT1g �:-{,7J.Jjtes;, is fr�Jxn 
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�?er�ha�q�; tl1e n1ost ex trcrrle frJ:rrr.l 
fr.t(:::th��:t}iiJ()-d 1 :� "t·be 3te:rilizatJ.c:rl ���1:;l1.3·:� c}f 
tr-icke�l'Y <.�. ;n(1 of 5lj"i)tle infiue:r1ces o:n �\f\/Orrr2:c/ 3 ��lccisi{Jris to b;: 3teT-· 
ilizeds 1 2 6  Ir:t tl1,:; 1 97-0s� some doctors C(; ::l(Uti·J:ne(l {I�1i'ltri:tlg 
babies and performing abortions on bL3.cL 'N(.>El': n's consen 1: to 
�terili ·?at·i on i n  I n  a 1 074 "' ase 'brO'P·hJ· i)v n n ryt· ' C (� oOm >) (l.'-' 1u"'b r.1, ""' \,.. .,., .1-- • ., • .1 • -"- ./ ....., - ,__ e .... .... J .t� - - -· ...... . l :,.. . ...., '\.,..- .!l ..L (..·- ;;;, ·_... ... ...... ,.,... ::.."-
V¥Omen in Alabama, a federal district court f:Jl.md that an esti­
mated 1 00,000 to 1 50,000 poor •;;;omen w -::rc. s i:erilized annually 
under tederally-funded programs. 1 28 Some of these women were 
coerced into agreeing to sterilization under the threat that their 
welfare benefits ·would be withdrawn unless they submitted to 
the operation. 1 29 
Sterilization abuse is still performed when individual doc­
tors encourage black women to be sterilized because they view 
black women's family sizes as excessive and believe they are 
incapable of using contraceptives. It is also accomplished 
, 1 , .  • h 1' F' " tnrougn government po11c1es t at pen a, 1ze ;,.vomen on weLt are wr 
having babies, while making sterilization the only publicly­
funded birth control method readily available to them. 1 30 
The most recent efforts to restrict black female fertility are 
proposals to give women on welfare incentives to use Nor-
J 2LL Id. at 3 32.  
1 25 .  See DAVIS, supra note 1 2 1 ,  at 2 1 5-2 1 ;  Nsiah-Jefi'erson, supra note 1 20, at 30-32; 
Rutherford, supra note 1 20, at 273-75 .  In 1 982,  24% of black •Nomen were sterilized, 
compared to 1 5 % of white women. !d. at 273 (citing Vicki Alexander, Black Women and 
Health , 6 CHOICES 6, 1 6  ( 1 986)). 
1 26.  See Nsiah-Jefferson, supra note 1 20, at 30-32; Rosalind Petchesky, Reproduc­
tion. Ethics, and Public Policy: The Fedemi Steriiization Regulations, 9 HASTINGS CTR. 
}',EP. 29, 32 ( 1 979). 
1 27.  See Nsiah-Jefi'erson, supra note 1 20, at 30. On the �:qJlosion o f  sterilization 
abuse during the 1 970s and the fi,ght to end it, see TROrA BLI:OY.  Si!ptcz note 7 5 ,  at  i 78-202. 
1 2 8 .  See Relf v .  Weinberger. 372 F. Supp. 1 1 96, 1 1 99 (D.D C. 1 974); see also \Valker 
v .  Pierce, 5 60 F.2d 609, 6 1 3  (4th Cir. i 977) (reversing judgmen' aga inst a docto; who 
required !Yk cticaid recipients to consent to undergo tub<d l igar ion br::fore he vvould ddi ver 
their third child); Cox v .  Stanton, 529 F.2d 47, 50-5 1 (4th Cir. 1 975)  (reversir.g dismissal of 
a c1airn brought by a black \VOman who was perma.ne:ntly steri l izec� after she agreed to 
::emporary steril ization when threatened with termination o i' we] f'are benefits). 
1 29.  See Rei(, 372 F. Supp. at 1 1 99.  
1 30.  See Petchesky, supra note ! 26. at 3 9 .  
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pl.D.nL 1 3 1 Although some veil their underlying racial znoti vat!. on, 
otl�1-���r3) J.�.s ir.u:tic�;�. :�t:tj 1DJ' 3J.1 editorial in tl-h� .Phi /(r cle.(�;;-��i.:? .. T?t�fi.! frer, 
expl!cit1y suppo rt ·:::oerced contraception as a sol ution io bJack 
�::;Jver-t)i. 1 3 2 
·· ,;· ·!., c. ·r • » 'l-i' i C ' 1 ·(· . .,_ ., .. _n .. , .,. , 1 / '-""'' C'ep eP• , ., p r• · ·"i ·iTI"' f' "' C �  ·_;, ':':Ti.' ;_ . . . ,_ ",( .L' :. J. l; ,  ... .  tl·._.. _ty 'rJ..l i...'! _ \... .. <::..-.. -........ , ..... � _t . ;_ � -�..- J. 0  -2.. ·-vo,... ·�J1 ,.,.,.'!. ;.. ., JJ,.c � ) C1. _ \_.., ; . _. ./ - _ ,. 
. 1 .J • \ • � � . ; ,, . • twn nas ueep roots lit J-!..menca. Jtn 1acc, compn t:;.,ycy s cenn:z:atwn 
c\'"l :�S first imposed J.S a punishment for black crirne :C8.th�r than 8.3 
.r:t a.-:; l o --=·� .; r  'rn :::. o? � , , N o 1 33 � ..-;-, -�1· crbt;::.-.pnA'3,..., . J""' �::l L l1""-y- p� l � � v� n � ·::"l ,.,�J�.<;'-'- rn t l ":;-,_, ' • '- · :-:, · '--' -- "" ' ' " L'-'C� -� ._,, 1 �- .  ll .!> '-' b 1 .,. �.1 tll �'"""� t - .1 ., d 0 .. .... �,, \;.:J.c:> t� !-� '- '· ' ·h l 
. , 1 , ,  ' . . 1 f t '  . ' . ' 177as nnposea on .,�aves · convlcieG o an a Lempt ;:o rav1sn a 
white women' (sic] . " 1 34 In 1 855 ,  the Kansas Territorial Legisla­
ture made castration the penalty for any black or mulatto con­
victed of rape, attempted rape, or kidnapping of a white 
wornan. 1 3 5  
Interracial reproduction has historically been a subject of 
t!--:1e criminal law. The rape of a white woman by a black man 
carried the harshest penalties that society could impose. 1 36 
Although black slavewomen were subject to sexual violation by 
their white masters (with any consequent offspring taking the 
legal status of slaves), 1 37 the racial purity of white women's chil-
1 3 1 .  See supra notes 1 03- 1 07 and accompanying text; see also Jason DeParle, The 
Nation: As Funds for Welfare Shrink, Ideas Flourish ,  N.Y. TIMES, May 1 2, 1 99 1 ,  at D 5 ;  
Mar alee Schwartz, Duke Presses Louisiana Birth Control, WASH. PosT., M a y  29, 1 99 1 ,  at 
A J t.L 
1 32.  See Poverty and Norplant: Can Contraception Reduce the Underclass?, PHIL\. 
INQUIRER, Dec. 1 2, 1 990, at A l 8; see also Carl Redman, Duke 's Bills Shelved, BATON 
RoUGE MORNING ADVOC.,  July 1 ,  1 99 1 ,  at lB (noting that American Civil Liberties 
Union member Russell Henderson believes that "[w]hen [David] Duke, a former Klan 
leader, talks about welfare recipients in need of birth control education, Duke is using 'code 
words' to talk about young, black women"). 
1 3 3 .  TROMBLEY, supra note 75, at 49. 
1 34. SELLIN, s upra note 4 1 ,  at 1 37 (alteration in original) (quoting ARTH UR P. 
SCOTT, CRIMINAL LAW IN COLONIAL VIRGINIA 30 1 ( 1 9 30)). l n  1 992 a Texas judge 
imposed surgical castration as punishment on a black man convicted of rape. Roberto 
Suro, Amid Controversy, Cas tration Plan in Texas Rape Case Collapses , l'··LY. TIMES, Mar. 
17, 1 992,  at A 1 6. The defendant initially agreed to castration in exchange for probation , 
but reconsidered after meeting with several black community leaders. Jd. 
1 3 5 .  TROMBLEY, supra note 75 ,  at 49 . 
136. A Georgia statute enacted in 1 770 provided that any bl2·d man could be exe­
cuted for the rape or attempted rape of a white woman. HIGG!NBOTHt\iv!, supra note 4 ! ,  at 
263 .  Virginia law during the colonial and antebellum period imposed either the death pen· 
<.Jty or castration for these crimes. Higginbotham & Jacobs, supra note 4 i ,  at 1 057-58 .  
1 37 .  See PAULA GIDDINGS, WHEN A N D  WHERE l ENTER: THE iMPACT OF BLACK 
''·/:!o;·,:i 2i'l ON RACE AND SEX IN A.MERlCA 37 ( 1 984); see also Higginboth9.m & Jacobs, 
sz:pra n.cte C:· l ,  at 1057 (noting that "'there ·.vas not one reported prosecution of 8. \vhite man 
fo;· <:h·= sexual assaul< of a black or mulatto woman in either co1oniai or antcbeilur.1 Vir--
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dren 'Nas guara:nteed by 8 violently enforced taboo against se:;n.w.l 
' . . . • • ct· ' 1 lr l l . •  r·e.c0.t�. (J�.P-�; b··et�Ieen 'iVhJt�: Vil()fl1en anr o aCtrt. n1en ana oy .arrt:1�rr1JS·· 
. 1 i . h . . . 1 . t 3 3  cegenBJwn .�avvs tnat pu:rns� eu mterracm marnages. 
- • " . . 1 1 " . ' .� l' ., . . d lt �s UlG:;,y tnat H11s Iegacy or mKmg cnme, race, an repro -d . ' " '  . . " 1 l ,. "h' 0 • ' uct\on ''N111 contmu.e w1tn tne ren esvea. support m u1owg:t csu 
·ti_(Yft3 a:nf.t ;n . .  rnisl1rrv�nts for c:rirne�  Lc'1Jis St1l:1i1J8Tl� f�J�Cf:""}f.:T 
se�:�:_" ��:·r:-::.t:�/ (;[ He.altl.! 2UJ.d �f[fJillB.n Se1\.lices9 c1efende(l the �1\fA�l\r�C.Hf 
violeTlCE' .l:n�itiati'\1e on the grotrr1d tl1at it studiecl tl1e gerle.tic 
caus,�.s of violent beh2.vior, rather than its racial causes.  1 39 'There 
is no :need however for the Institute to make the connection 
betv;ee:n race and crime .;;xplicit. 1 �,{) That connection has already 
been msde in the ideological foundation of race and crime dis­
cussed in Part H. 1 4 1 '-Nhen the Institute's theories about a 
genetic solution to crime are overlaid with the racial construe-
ginia"). For examples of laws defining the status of the children born to slave mothers and 
fathered by white men, see HIGGINBOTHAM, supra note 4 1 ,  at 42- 47, 1 94, 252.  
1 3 8.  See BELL, supra note 1 3 , at 66-74; HIGGINBOTHAM, supra note 4 1 ,  at 45, 2-;-]-
75;  A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. & Barbara K. Kopytolf, Racial Purity and Interracial Sex 
in the Law of Colonial and A ntebellum Virginia ,  7 7  GEo. LJ. 1 967 ( 1 9 89). Judge Higgin­
botham recounts the following story about the penalty imposed by a Pennsylvania court in 
1 69 8  for "commingling" of the races: 
A black man and white woman were charged with having a bastard child. Both 
parties testified that the white woman had "intised" the black and promised to 
marry him. While the court held that the white woman should receive "twenty 
one lashes on her beare Backe" it  also "ordered the negro never more to meddle 
with any white women upon pane of his lzfe . "  Thus, a second conviction of the 
black for having premarital sex with any white female could have led to his execu­
tion, even if  both parties had acted voluntarily.  
HIGGINBOTHAM, supra note 4 1 ,  at 274 (quoting from Chester County Court records as 
cited in EDWARD TURNER, THE NEGRO IN PENNSYLVANIA 29 ( 1 9 1 1 )) .  Antimiscegena­
tion laws 'il'ere not declared unconstitutional until 1 967.  See Loving v.  Virginia, 3 8 8  U.S.  1 
( 1 967) (declaring unconstitutional a statutory scheme prohibiting marriage between per­
sons solely on the basis of race). 
1 39.  See Louis W. Sullivan, Letter to the Editor, U.S. Studies A re Free of Racial Bias , 
N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 2, 1 992, at A30. 1n Sex in Relation to Society, published in 1 93 7 ,  British 
eugenicist Havelock Ellis defended the Nazi sterilization law of 1 93 3  as unconnected to 
Nazi antisemitism: 
[T)his law has not usually been understood on account of a natural reaction to the 
intolerant and violent Nazi policy in general. It  has been confounded with the 
"Nordic" and Anti-Semetic efforts of the German Government. It is, however, 
on a quite independen t foundation, and, if  properly administered, it has no rela ­
tion to "Aryan" aspirations. 
6 HAVELOCK ELLlS, STUDIES tN THE PsYCHOLOGY OF SEX: SEX tN RELATION TO SOC/·  
ElY ( ! 93 7), q!!oted in TROMBLEY, supra note 75 ,  at 4 7 .  With the hindsight gained frm·n the 
Nazi extermination of the Jews, Ellis's attempt to disassociate Nazi eugenics and rae-:: 
seems preposterous. 
1 '�0. There is evidence that the NIMH violence initiative is directed at inner-city 
bla<::ks. See supra note:; 97- 1 02 and accompanying text. 
1 4 1 .  See supra notes 2-74 and accompanying text. 
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standard for procreation. Poor crack 2dd.icts are punished for 
' . ' h" . 1 f • · . . , . " d • navmg na� 1es oecaus� tney � m J to mea.sure up t:=- tne state's Leal 
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ishing primarily poor black women for having babies aJso evokes 
the specter of racial eugenics. These factors make clear that 
these women are not punished simply because they may harm 
their unbon1 children; they are punished because the combina­
tion of their poverty, race, and drug addiction is presumed to 
1 h , ,. . maKe t em unwortny or procreatmg. 
C. A Constitutional Critique 
The use of reproduction as an instrument of punishment 
implicates both equality and privacy interests. The right to bear 
children goes to the heart of what it means to be human. The 
value we Dlace on individuals determines whether we see them as L 
entitled to perpetuate themselves through their children. Deny� 
ing a woman the right to bear children--or punishing her for 
exercising that right--deprives her of a basic part of her human­
ity. When this denial is based on race, it also functions to pre­
serve a racial hierarchy that essentially disregards black 
humanity. 
Justice Douglas recognized both the fundamental quality of 
the right to procreate and its connection to equality in Skinner v. 
Oklahoma ex rel. I1Villiamson . 1 42 Skinner considered the consti­
tutionality of the Oklahoma Habitual Criminal Sterilization 
A 1 4' � • 1 h • ] 1 " 1 "  • <"' • ' 1-�ct, · _, Wl11C!1 auL tonze(_. tne sten 1zat10n ox persons conv1ctec. 
two or more times for "felonies involving moral turpitude. " 1 44 
An Oklahoma court had ordered Skinner trJ undergo a vasec­
tomy after he ·was convicted once of stealing chickens and t'.vice 
of robbery \Vith firearms. 145 The statute, the (�ourt found, 
142. 3 1 6  u.s. 5 3 5 ,  s,n ( 1 942). 
i43 .  OKLA. STAT. A"-iN .  t i t .  57 , §§  1 7 1 - 1 9 5  (West 1 9 3 5) .  
1 44. ld. § 1 7 3 .  
1 4 5 .  See Ski:lna, 3 1 6  U.S .  a t  537.  
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1 '  ' . . 1 h " .-1 • l ., . . unequa .. \y treatea cnmma1s w o h au cornmrttea tne same mtnn-
sk: q ualitv of offense. 1 46 For examvle ) men who had committed ·' "' ..1 
grz;.nd larceny three times were steri lized, but embezzlers were 
-;-d··��- �\ 0 0-.. 't PffiD'"'f '--, '!""t- r V•::;;.. ... S;OD O.f' .\. 1-� .�-'- f-.)l.,. '\ll ·?l } Qm ...., �-.. t n ·t � 1 ·t �  -r.. 1' "'ht hp ''· ,, . ,  " " ..,{ LL..., A u C.L j .A • ·' .( L" '' ·� �-- ..,_n �,.a .::. o_ _, ,_, cle- lu. s� . V '-' 
Orle tilat i�n1p0serl .sterilization for r�f)SSession. Of CfE�C}�, but IlOt 
or for s:n·ac�1�ing cTac}: ,  b �  .. 1.t �lc�t :cns.r1j ·u.:��I1a:, dt1r·lr£_g 
\"\ SlliJ:rerr1:::: -Co1..1rt strllc}:� {}rJ'.;vri t}1 t �;;tatt2te as a 'Violation 
�f ·� � • • � :�.:; ... r� � � 1 f[..71-rr>.. tor·-t � Ol""' «,......, 1, � uf"' -· ·d-=-�,·i -�""1 � ")�'� ': -� 1--: r � 'YhA to hea·r c'1 ; 1  'J" --l L v · ·-·· ' '.-:! .0' .... , ·' " '-' v� d 1 ··-J � ·� · ;:,t . .  L. '-'J.'.,�� I • .  � 5 ! . . " .. ' " b Jt � .. ! J - ·' LU-
.., • ' 6  f h ') . . . ..  . ... ... :;1 9 1 4.""? 'II .• ..., rJren to be \ one o t e oas1c Cl1ili 1 g1 ts o! .n10.11 , l , ' t.ne LOlJ.rt 
r:ipplied strict scrutiny to the classification and hdd that the gov­
ernment failed to demonstrate that the statute's classifications 
were ju.stified by eugenics or the inheritability of criminal 
traits. H-s The reason for the Court's elevation of the right to pro­
create was the Court's recognition of the significant risk of dis­
crimimrtory selection inherent in state intervention in 
reproduction. 149 The Court also realized the genocidal implica­
tions of a government standard for procreation : " [i] n evil or 
reckless hands [the government's power to sterilize] can cause 
races or types which are inimical to the dominant group to 
wither .and disappear." 1 50 
The critical role of procreation to human survival and the 
invidious potential for government discrimination against disfa­
vored groups makes heightened protection cruciaL The Court 
understood the government's use of the power to sterilize with 
certain types of criminals to be as invidious "as if it had selected 
a particuiar race or nationality for oppressive treatment. " 1 5 1 
Justice Jackson's concurrence alluded to the danger inherent in 
linking this oppressive treatment to criminal punishment: 
"There are limits to the extent to \Vhich a legislatively repre­
sented rnajority may conduct biological experiments at the 
';;!Xpense of the dignity and personality and natural powers of a . . . 1 h ' ., � 1 h . . mmonty- even those w 10 1 ave oeen gm1ty or wnat t e maJonty 
defines as crimes. "  1 52 Governrnenta1 policies that perpetuate 
• 1 ' , .  • • ., 1 ' • • f . . 1.-, ra.c\2 .\ �mbordmatlOn t11rougn t ne aema! o procreative ngl1ts-
--··--- ------ ---·---- --------·----· -----------
l ti-6. Id. at 54 1 .  
1 47. 1.G. 
i •�3 .  See id. at 54 i - 42.  
( L}9. See LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERlC.'<N CoNSTiTUTIONAL LA\V § 1 5- 1 0, at 1 3 39, 
§ i 6- 1 2, al 1 �64 (2d ed. 1 988). 
1 50. Skint�erj 3 1 6  lJ.S .  at 5 4 1 .  
1 5 1 .  Jd. 
1 5 2. Jd. at 546 (Jackson, J. , cor.cmcing). 
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threatening both racial equality and reproductive liberty at 
once----should be subject to th � high·�Si scm:dny, 
" . l . . h ' 1 ' . .  1 1 lmposmg reprouuct1ve pums 1ments on D .. :ac lc<: cnmln<l�s nas 
profound practical and symbolic significance. (3ive:n the large 
!->O:rt:l-orl oi'" -��b.e black cornmt1nity curre�ntl:t v1itl1in tl1e ;�rip of the 
::·r:�_ :r::-.: ir:lEt::� ._j-tl:.�tjcce systern, it raises tb.c ccJr::_c:c��te ptJi�c:: nt�al for gene; ... 
' 1 c. · - h C
' • ' 'I cme . b'!l. oreover, t e convergence m cnrn.e, race, ana re prouuc-
.• • -� '! ' 'l l  � 'rj Q. ." t  b., 1 a t1 .o £:r I'"' '} -}" a •·.- _., ,...,1 � � y-: c :--1 - -.;,..  ... ..c" no.1 'ltllll1 ' "�v1 .a 1y nav'"' 11-., eHe . . , o, ""'pa ... ,Hn t:; Ln •• hllmoer s 01 
black citiz�ns subject to biomedical solutions to supposedly 
,-. .,..; . ., ;  ' . c:;p- 1 r  t" ' ts ]?. ""t K t- d "''"' ;:. ;-] A<:", A bPl o' s<>rv ... th'  ,v. , h � · L 00 �n" _ . 1 ah . "'n" a L an "-� H ..... .. . � �  , -- ---�- D ..... eL•_ .. 1s 
tendency in the eugenics movement of the early tvventieth cen� 
tury. "[I]t became unnecessary to criminalize new behaviors to 
control [poor] people; rather the eugenics theory broadened the 
numbers of people suspected of being likely to commit crimes. 
In the end, the eugenics movement criminalized a whole 
population. "  1 53 
The ideological implications of this practice reach beyond 
the numbers of black individuals actually implanted with contra­
ceptives or treated with biochemical therapies. The convergence 
of crime, race, and reproduction enlists biology as the supreme 
justification for ·white domination. It denies all black humanity 
by declaring that we are inherently dangerous and do not 
deserve to procreate. It legitimates the present social order as 
the predestined product of natural forces. Black criminality jus­
tifies the massive restraint of blacks by law enforcement institu­
tions. Biological explanations for crime, in turn, m ake that 
control seem natural and inevitable. 1 54 Donald l\llacKenzie 
observed that eugenic social theory was "a way of reading the 
structure of social classes onto nature. " 1 55 In the same way, 
1 5 3 .  Xatz & Abel, supra note 96, at 237 .  
1 54. Cf Boldt, supra note 1 2, at 2326 (observing that  the criminal law holds blac!c 
offenders themselves responsible for the conditions that contribute to their crirninality, 
rather than acknowledging any societal responsi bility for their overrepresentation within 
the criminal system)_ 
! 5 5.  DONALD A. MACKENZIE, STATISTICS IN BR lTAi!'l , ! 865- 1 930, at 1 8  ( 1 98 1 ); see 
HGWARD L KAYE, THE SOCIAL MEAN!NG OF MODER?'>: BiOLOGY 5 ( 1 936) (describing 
sociobiological theories as "dramatic and often anthropomorphized representations of how 
the world works that arouse our emotions, validate our hopes, answer our most troubling 
questions , and lend both cosmic and scientific sanction to a new order of living"); supra 
note 96 and accompanying text; cf Richard Delgado, Sto1ytel!ing for Oppositionists and 
Others: A Plea for Narra1ive, 87 MICH. L REv. 24 1 1 , 24 1 3- 1 4  ( 1 989) (explaining how th� 
dominant culture's stories make the soci al order seem fair  and natura l :  "Those in power 
sieep well at night-their conduct does not seem to them like oppr�ssion_ "). 
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""_f.here is a. �B.r1al lesso11 tl-.u.1t �;Yr.\-:;rges froril :T):l .. :.(·.l.Jrin . .  g t:nls 
� -:_,; tec�n:i·1c�log:l of po"?iei·: i·:  Cl-�::r.cto�nstrfl_t:� s ;::h�:: c-c��i1:: J -�� :; 
;_t ��- t �L�'.x t of c1itTf:r·.cl1 t fo:rJrls of -DJ>f>�-·�3sion. �Cl.t ·-�; COil verge:r:.c(: = _ 
c ... -fG.;:;; , race, and reprodr1ction E1ak�s it ckar tha.t p rogrc::s E o ;:  
0 - • • • • ,-,� � ' '1 (' -c)Clwiars and act1v1sts can no lon.ge:c an ora to rn EL''-t tnt Etlsc s c_,� -
aration bct"'lr•iee:n the subordination of black 'l;c\lmnen as worrH:.:r, 
and th;; subordination of blad;: people as a race. A concern for 
the incarceration rate of black :rnen, for example, without atten .. 
tion to the control of black women's reproduction, ·win miss c. 
critical technique of racial subordination. O:n the other hand, 
viewing black women's right to reproductive autonorny as solely 
8. guestion of individual privacy or gender equality also neglec ts 
a critical aspect of their subordination. The convergence o:f 
crime, race, and reproduction illustrates how racism and patri-­
archy function as mutually supporting systems of domination, 1 5 6 
It is most likely that this tactic of domination win be meted out 
through the control of black women's bodies. Discouraging 
black procreation is a means of subordinating the entire race; 
under patriarchy, it is accomplished through the regulation of 
black women's fertility. 1 57  In our effort to dismantle hierarchies 
of gender, race, and class, a critical initial task is to explore hm0' 
each of these hierarchies sustains the others. 
l 5 6. I examine more fully the relationship between racism and p2trinchy in  RaciY/! 
und Pcmiw·chy in the /!!leaning of Jviothe;-hood , 1 A.M. U. J. GENDER & L l ( 1 993) .  
i 57 .  The disproportionate sterilization of black women, for exo.mple, is reo,'e!sed in 
the ca.se of m e n .  See supra notes 1 20-32 and accompanying text In 1 9 88 ,  only 0. 5 %  of 
black ;;1cn were contraceptively sterile, compared with 8.4% of white men. Felicia Ealp::rl, 
Birth Control for Him , EssENCE, Nov. 1 990, at 20. In contemporary America, the sterili­
zation o� a blac!-� Y"'/OiTlO.n evokes far less repulsion than ihe castration of c. black rnc.n. 
In lVlemoriam 
Shortly before this issue went to press, we learned that 
Dv-,�ight L. (jreene died . Professor Greene devoted his 
life to his students, his scholarship, and his commu­
nity.  His commitment to seeking a clearer identifica­
tion and solution to society's racial and gender 
problems is reflected in the article published here. 'N e 
at the Tulane Law Review join the many who vvill miss 
Professor Greene. 
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